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Docket No.: 115207.00005

Dental and Medical Instruments Comprising Titanium

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application is a divisional application of U.S. Patent Application No.

11/628,933 filed December 7, 2006 which is a 371 of PCT/USO5/19947 filed June 7,

2005 which claims priority from United States Patent Application No. 60/578,091 filed

June 8, 2004.

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH

[0002] Not Applicable.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0003] The invention relates to instruments used in medicine and dentistry. More

particularly, the invention relates to medical and dental instruments such as drills,

burs and files, and to endodontic instruments such as drills, burs and files used by

dentists.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0004] Endodontics or root canal therapy is the branch of dentistry that deals with

diseases of the dental pulp and associated tissues. One aspect of endodontics

comprises the treatment of infected root canals by removal of diseased pulp tissues

and subsequent filling.

[0005] Figure 1 shows a representation of a tooth to provide background. Root

canal therapy is generally indicated for teeth having sound external structures but

having diseased, dead or dying pulp tissues. Such teeth will generally possess intact

enamel 10 and dentin 12, and will be satisfactorily engaged with the bony tissue 20,

by among other things, healthy periodontal ligaments 18. In such teeth, the pulp

tissue 14, and excised portions of the root 16, should be replaced by a biocompatible

substitute. Figure 1 also shows the apical foramen 22 through which blood and

nerves pass to support the pulp tissues.

[0006] One method for the preparation of a root canal for filling is represented by

Figures 2a-2e. A tooth having a basically sound outer structure 24 but diseased pulp

-1-
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26, is cut with conventional or coated dental drill 28 creating a coronal access

opening 30. A broach is used for gross removal of pulp material 26 from the root

canal through the coronal access opening 30. The void 32 formed is enlarged as in

Figure 2d with file 34, to result in a fully excavated cavity 36. Debris is removed from

this cavity by flushing and the cavity cleansed to remove all diseased tissue. The

excavated canal is then ready for filling.

[0007] During this procedure, small endodontic instruments (e.g., file 34) are

utilized to clean and enlarge the long narrow tapered root canals. While most files

perform entirely satisfactorily when cleaning and enlarging a straight root canal,

problems have been encountered when using certain files to clean and enlarge a

curved root canal. As will be understood by those skilled in the art, a very large

portion of the root canals encountered by a practicing dentist and/or endodontist are

of the curved variety, and thus this problem is a significant one for the profession.

[0008] When performing an operation on a curved root canal with a smaller

diameter file, the file can easily be inserted into the curved canal and will easily bend

to fit the curved shape of the canal due to the flexibility of the small diameter file. In

Figure 1a, there is shown the file 34 of Figure 2d in a bent position. The file 34 has a

shank 42 mounted at its proximate end 47 to a handle 43. The shank 42 may include

calibrated depth markings 45 and further includes a distal end 48. The shank 42

includes two continuous helical flutes 51 as shown in Figure 1b that extend along its

lower portion. The flutes 51 define a cutting edge. A helical land 53 is positioned

between axially adjacent flutes as shown in Figure 1b.

[0009] While file 34 can easily bend to fit the curved shape of a canal due to the

flexibility of the small diameter shank 42, with increasingly larger sizes of files, the file

becomes significantly less flexible and becomes more and more difficult to insert

through the curved portion of the canal. In some cases, the relatively inflexible file

will out only on the inside of the curve and will not cut on the outside of the curvature

of the root canal. Thus, the problems, which occur during the therapy of a root canal,

are often the result of the basic stiffness of the files, particularly with the respect to

the instruments of larger diameter.
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[0010] Various solutions have been proposed to limit the problems encountered

when cleaning and enlarging a curved root canal with a file. For example, U.S.

Patent No. 4,443,193 describes a shaped endodontic instrument that is said to solve

this problem. U.S. Patent No. 5,380,200 describes an endodontic instrument having

an inner core and an outer shell wherein one of the cores or shell is a nickel-titanium

alloy and the other core or shell is selected from stainless steel, titanium alpha alloy,

titanium beta alloy, and titanium alpha beta alloy. (For background on beta-titanium,

see U.S. Patent Nos. 4,197,643; 4,892,479; 4,952,236; 5,156,807; 5,232,361;

5,264,055; 5,358,586; 5,947,723; 6,132,209; and 6,258,182.) U.S. Patent No.

5,464,362 describes an endodontic instrument of a titanium alloy that is machined

under certain specific operating parameters to produce an instrument having high

flexibility, high resistance to torsion breakage, and sharp cutting edges. U.S. Patent

No. 6,315,558 proposes the use of superelastic alloys such as nickel-titanium that

can withstand several times more strain than conventional materials without

becoming plastically deformed. This property is termed shape memory, which allows

the superelastic alloy to revert back to a straight configuration even after clinical use,

testing or fracture (separation).

[0011] In spite of the aforementioned advances, there remains a need for medical

and dental instruments, and particularly endodontic instruments, such as drills, burs

and files, that have high flexibility, have high resistance to torsion breakage, maintain

shape upon fracture, can withstand increased strain, and can hold sharp cutting

edges.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0012] The present invention overcomes the problems encountered when

cleaning and enlarging a curved root canal. In one aspect, the invention provides an

endodontic instrument for use in performing root canal therapy on a tooth. The

instrument includes an elongate shank having a cutting edge extending from a distal

end of the shank along an axial length of the shank. The shank comprises a titanium

alloy, and the shank is prepared by heat-treating the shank at a temperature above

25°C in an atmosphere consisting essentially of a gas unreactive with the shank.

-3-
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The shank has high flexibility, high resistance to torsion breakage, maintains shape

upon fracture, can withstand increased strain, and can hold sharp cutting edges.

Thus, it solves the problems encountered when cleaning and enlarging a curved root

canaL

[0013] In another aspect, the invention provides an endodontic instrument for use

in performing root canal therapy on a tooth. The instrument has an elongate shank

having a cutting edge extending from a distal end of the shank along an axial length

of the shank. The shank consists essentially of a titanium alloy selected from alpha-

titanium alloys, beta-titanium alloys, and alpha-beta-titanium alloys. The shank

avoids the use of complex two material systems that are expensive to produce and

are prone to delamination of the materials. This version of the invention also solves

the problems encountered when cleaning and enlarging a curved root canal.

[0014] These and other features, aspects, and advantages of the present

invention will become better understood upon consideration of the following detailed

description, drawings, and appended claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015] Figure 1 is a cross-sectional view of a tooth.

[0016] Figure 1a is a side elevational view of an endodontic instrument.

[0017] Figure 1b is a partial detailed view of the shank of the endodontic

instrument shown in Figure 1a.

[0018] Figures 2a-2e represent a prior art procedure for preparing a tooth for

endodontic restoration.

[0019] Figure 3 is a graph showing the results of a study of torsion (Mt) reported in

g-:::~::::-cm performed in accordance with “ISO Standard 3630-1 Dentistry - Root-canal

instruments - Part 1: General requirements and ANSI/ADA Specification No. 28,

Endodontic files and reamers” for untreated (Control) files, heat-treated files (TT),

and titanium nitride coated files (Ti-N).

[0020] Figure 4 is a graph showing the results of a study of torsion (At) reported in

degrees of deflection performed in accordance with “ISO Standard 3630-1 Dentistry -

Root-canal instruments - Part 1: General requirements and ANSI/ADA Specification

-4-
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(TT), and titanium nitride coated files (Ti-N).

[0021] Figure 5 is a graph showing the results of a study of maximum torque at

45° of flexion (Mf) reported in g-:::e:::-cm performed in accordance with “ISO Standard

3630-1 Dentistry - Root-canal instruments - Part 1: General requirements and

ANSI/ADA Specification No. 28, Endodontic files and reamers” for untreated (Control)

files, heat-treated files (TT), and titanium nitride coated files (Ti-N).

[0022] Figure 6 is a graph showing the results of a study of angle of permanent

deformation after the flexion test (ADP) reported in degrees of deflection performed in

accordance with “ISO Standard 3630-1 Dentistry - Root-canal instruments - Part 1:

General requirements and ANSI/ADA Specification No. 28, Endodontic files and

reamers” for untreated (Control) files, heat-treated files (TT), and titanium nitride

coated files (Ti-N).

[0023] Figure 7 is a graph showing the results of a study of fatigue reported in

cycles (revolutions) to failure for untreated (Control) files, heat-treated files (TT), and

titanium nitride coated files (Ti-N). This study was performed in accordance with the

ISO Standard 3630-2 Dental root-canal instruments - Part 2: Enlargers and

ANSI/ADA Specification No. 95, for Root canal enlargers”.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0024] One embodiment of the invention provides an improved endodontic

instrument for use in performing root canal therapy on a tooth. This embodiment of

the invention is an endodontic instrument as shown in Figure 1a that includes an

elongate shank 42 mounted at its proximate end 47 to a handle 43. The shank 42

may be about 30 millimeters long. The proximate end 47 may have a diameter of

about 0.5 to about 1.6 millimeters. The shank 42 may include calibrated depth

markings 45 and further includes a distal end 48. The shank 42 includes two

continuous helical flutes 51 as shown in Figure 1b that extend along its lower portion.

The flutes 51 define a cutting edge. A helical land 53 is positioned between axially

adjacent flutes as shown in Figure 1b.
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[0025] The shank 42 comprises a titanium alloy, and is prepared by heat-treating

the shank at a temperature above 25°C in an atmosphere consisting essentially of a

gas unreactive with the shank. Preferably, the temperature is from 400°C up to but

not equal to the melting point of the titanium alloy, and most preferably, the

temperature is from 475°C to 525°C. Preferably, the gas is selected from the group

consisting of helium, neon, argon, krypton, xenon, and radon. Most preferably, the

gas is argon. In one example embodiment, the shank is heat-treated for

approximately 1 to 2 hours. In another example embodiment, the shank is heat-

treated at 500°C for 75 minutes. However, other temperatures are suitable as they

are dependent on the time period selected for heat exposure.

[0026] The titanium alloy may be selected from alpha-titanium alloys, beta-

titanium alloys, alpha-beta-titanium alloys, and nickel-titanium alloys. Non-limiting

examples of alpha-titanium alloys, beta-titanium alloys, alpha-beta-titanium alloys for

use in this embodiment of the invention are: Ti-5Al-2.5Sn alpha alloy; Ti-5Al-2.5Sn-

ELI (low 02) alpha alloy; Ti-3Al-2.5V alpha alloy; Ti-5Al-5Zr-5Sn alpha alloy; Ti-6Al-

2Cb-1Ta-0.8Mo alpha alloy; Ti-5Al-5Sn-22r—2Mo-0.25Si near alpha alloy; Ti-6Al-2Nb-

1Ta-1Mo near alpha alloy; Ti-8Al-1Mo-1V near alpha alloy; Ti-6Al-28n-4Zr-2Mo near

alpha alloy; Ti-6Al-28n-1.5Zr-1Mo-0.35Bi-0.1Si near alpha alloy; Ti-2.25-Al-11Sn-

5Zr-1Mo-0.28i near alpha alloy; Ti-3Al-2.5V alpha-beta alloy; Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al alpha-

beta alloy; Ti-5Al-28n-22r—4Mo-4Cr alpha-beta alloy; Ti-6Al-28n-4Zr-6Mo alpha-beta

alloy; Ti-4Al-4Mn alpha-beta alloy; Ti-6Al-28n-ZZr-2Mo-2Cr-0.25Si alpha-beta alloy;

Ti-4Al-3Mo-1V alpha-beta alloy; Ti-6Al-28n-4Zr—6Mo alpha-beta alloy; Ti-11Sn-5Zr-

2Al-1Mo alpha-beta alloy; Ti-6Al-4V alpha-beta alloy; Ti-6Al-4V-ELI (low 02) alpha-

beta alloy; Ti-6Al-6V-28n-0.75Cu alpha-beta alloy; Ti-7Al-4Mo alpha-beta alloy; Ti-

6Al-28n-4Zr—2Mo alpha-beta alloy; Ti-5Al-1.5Fe-1.5Cr-1.5Mo alpha-beta alloy; Ti-

8Mn alpha-beta alloy; Ti-8Mo-8V-2Fe-3Al beta alloy; Ti-11.5Mo-6Zr-4.5Sn beta alloy;

Ti-3Al-8V-6Cr—4Mo-4Zr beta alloy; and Ti-3Al-13V-11Cr beta alloy (the numbers

being percent by weight). An example, nickel-titanium alloy includes 54-57 weight

percent nickel and 43-46 weight percent titanium. Preferably, the titanium alloy used

for the shank includes 54-57 weight percent nickel and 43-46 weight percent titanium
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and is commercially available as Nitinol 55. Thus, most preferably, the shank

consists essentially of 54-57 weight percent nickel and 43-46 weight percent titanium

thereby avoiding the inclusion of elements that affect the superelastic properties of

the alloy.

[0027] Another embodiment of the invention provides an improved endodontic

instrument for use in performing root canal therapy on a tooth. This embodiment of

the invention is an endodontic instrument as shown in Figure 1a that includes an

elongate shank 42 mounted at its proximate end 47 to a handle 43. The shank 42

may be about 30 millimeters long. The proximate end 47 may have a diameter of

about 0.5 to about 1.6 millimeters. The shank 42 may include calibrated depth

markings 45 and further includes a distal end 48. The shank 42 includes two

continuous helical flutes 51 as shown in Figure 1b, which extend along its lower

portion. The flutes 51 define a cutting edge. A helical land 53 is positioned between

axially adjacent flutes as shown in Figure 1b. The endodontic instrument is

fabricated solely from an alpha-titanium alloy, a beta-titanium alloy, or an alpha-beta-

titanium alloy to avoid the problems associated with multiple alloy systems.

[0028] Non-limiting examples of alpha-titanium alloys, beta-titanium alloys, alpha-

beta-titanium alloys for use in this embodiment of the invention are: Ti-5Al-2.5Sn

alpha alloy; Ti-5Al-2.5Sn-EL| (low 02) alpha alloy; Ti-3Al-2.5V alpha alloy; Ti-5Al-5Zr—

5Sn alpha alloy; Ti-6Al-2Cb-1Ta-0.8Mo alpha alloy; Ti-5Al-5Sn-2Zr—2Mo-0.25Si near

alpha alloy; Ti-6Al-2Nb-1Ta-1Mo near alpha alloy; Ti-8Al-1Mo-1V near alpha alloy;

Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr—2Mo near alpha alloy; Ti-6Al-2Sn-1.5Zr-1Mo-0.35Bi-0.1Si near alpha

alloy; Ti-2.25-Al-11Sn-5Zr-1Mo-0.2Si near alpha alloy; Ti-3Al-2.5V alpha-beta alloy;

Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al alpha-beta alloy; Ti-5Al-2Sn-2Zr-4Mo-4Cr alpha-beta alloy; Ti-6Al-

2Sn-4Zr-6Mo alpha-beta alloy; Ti-4Al - 4Mn alpha-beta alloy; Ti-6Al-2Sn-2Zr-2Mo-

2Cr-0.25Si alpha-beta alloy; Ti-4Al-3Mo-1V alpha-beta alloy; Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo

alpha-beta alloy; Ti-11Sn-5Zr—2Al-1Mo alpha-beta alloy; Ti-6Al-4V alpha-beta alloy;

Ti-6Al-4V-ELI (low 02) alpha-beta alloy; Ti-6Al-6V-2Sn-0.75Cu alpha-beta alloy; Ti-

7Al-4Mo alpha-beta alloy; Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr—2Mo alpha-beta alloy; Ti-5Al-1.5Fe-1.5Cr-

1.5Mo alpha-beta alloy; Ti-8Mn alpha-beta alloy; Ti-8Mo-8V-2Fe-3Al beta alloy; Ti-
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11Cr beta alloy (the numbers being percent by weight). These alloys of titanium

include phase stabilizing amounts of a metal selected from molybdenum, tin,

bismuth, tantalum, vanadium, zirconium, niobium, chromium, cobalt, nickel,

manganese, iron, aluminum and lanthanum. An endodontic instrument according to

this embodiment of the invention has improved sharpness, cutting ability, and

instrument longevity compared to instruments fabricated from untreated nickel-

titanium. Alpha-titanium, beta-titanium and alpha-beta-titanium are superior because

they are harder and hence will hold an edge better and still maintain near the

flexibility of nickel-titanium to negotiate curved canals. These alpha-titanium, beta-

titanium and alpha-beta-titanium instruments may include medical, dental and

endodontic instruments (both hand and engine driven), cutting burs (drills), and

enlarging instruments including hand, mechanical and rotary.

[0029] Present medical and dental practice entails cutting of hard tissues such as

bone or teeth with instruments manufactured of carbide steel, stainless steel and

nickel-titanium. Present endodontic practice entails the preparation, cleaning, and

shaping of root canals in teeth utilizing carbide steel, stainless steel and nickel-

titanium instruments for hand, mechanical and rotary applications. This version of the

invention would use an alpha-titanium alloy, a beta-titanium alloy, or an alpha-beta-

titanium alloy to fabricate these instruments. It may be coated (as described below)

or uncoated. Today a growing number of physicians and dentists (endodontists) are

utilizing engine driven drills and files with various names and applications. This

aspect of the present invention pertains to the fabrication of these cutting instruments

such as drills and files solely from an alpha-titanium alloy, a beta-titanium alloy, or an

alpha-beta-titanium alloy to produce a sharper cutting edge that should provide for

better cutting or a smooth finished surface. This includes instrumentation that will

facilitate the cleaning and sealing of the root canal system. In addition, a coating or

heat-treatment may relieve stress in the instrument to allow it to withstand more

torque, rotate through a larger angle of deflection, change the handling properties, or
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visually exhibit a near failure of the instrument. This aspect of the invention relates to

all drills, burs, files, and instruments used in medicine and dentistry.

[0030] In another aspect, the present invention provides for coating and optionally

thereafter heat-treating dental and medical instruments including the coatings to

maintain and/or improve their sharpness, cutting ability, and/or instrument longevity.

Such an instrument may be manufactured from nickel-titanium, an alpha-titanium

alloy, a beta-titanium alloy, or an alpha-beta-titanium alloy, stainless steel, carbide

steel, as well as other materials. These instruments may be electropolished before

or after coating or heat-treating. These instruments will include medical, dental and

endodontic instruments (both hand and engine driven), cutting burs (drills), and

enlarging instruments including hand, mechanical and rotary.

[0031] The coating processes may include but not limited to the following

processes: composite electroless plating (see, e.g., U.S. Patent Nos. 4,820,547;

4,997,686; 5,145,517; 5,300,330; 5,863,616; and 6,306,466); chemical vapor

deposition (see, e.g., US. Patent No. 4,814,294); microwave deposition (see, e.g.,

US. Patent No. 4,859,493); laser ablation process (see, e.g., US. Patent No.

5,299,937); ion beam assisted deposition (see, e.g., US. Patent No. 5,725,573);

physical vapor deposition (see, e.g., US. Patent Nos. 4,670,024, 4,776,863,

4,984,940, and 5,545,490); electropolishing; coatings including titanium nitride and

titanium aluminum nitride commercially available under the trademark FirexT'V';

coatings such as titanium nitride (TiN), titanium carbonitride (TiCN), titanium

aluminum nitride (TiAlN), aluminum titanium nitride (AlTiN); or multiple coatings or

combinations of coatings.

[0032] As detailed above, present medical and dental practice entails cutting of

hard tissues such as bone or teeth with instruments manufactured of carbide steel,

stainless steel and nickel-titanium. Present endodontic practice entails the

preparation, cleaning, and shaping of root canals in teeth utilizing carbide steel,

stainless steel and nickel-titanium. These can be manufactured as hand, mechanical

and rotary instruments. Today a growing number of physicians and dentists

(endodontists) are utilizing engine driven drills and files with various names and

-9-
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applications. This aspect of the present invention pertains to the application of

coatings and optionally heat-treatment to cutting instruments such as drills and files

to produce a sharper cutting edge and a higher resistance to heat degradation that

should provide for better cutting, a smooth surface and/or different metallurgical

properties than the material from which it was manufactured. This includes

instrumentation that will facilitate the cleaning and sealing of the root canal system.

In addition, a heat-treatment separately applied or as utilized in the coating process

may relieve stress in the instrument which should allow for more instrument longevity

by the ability to withstand more torque, rotate through a larger angle of deflection,

change the handling properties, remove shape memory or visually exhibit a near

failure of the instrument. This aspect of the invention relates to all drills, burs, files,

and instruments used in medicine and dentistry.

[0033] One example process of this aspect of the present invention for such

instruments is a titanium nitride coating. This coating process is done with physical

vapor deposition with an inherent heat-treatment. Another process is a multilayer

process utilizing a titanium nitride coating and then a titanium aluminum nitride

coating. This last coating process is commercially available under the trademark

FIREXT'V'.

[0034] Another example process of this aspect of the present invention for such

instruments is a metal or metal alloy coating incorporating particulate matter. One

process to produce such a coating to an instrument includes contacting the surface of

the instrument with a stable electroless metallizing bath comprising a metal salt, an

electroless reducing agent, a complexing agent, an electroless plating stabilizer, a

quantity of particulate matter which is essentially insoluble or sparingly soluble in the

metallizing bath, and a particulate matter stabilizer, and maintaining the particulate

matter in suspension in the metallizing bath during the metallizing of the instrument

for a time sufficient to produce a metallic coating with the particulate matter

dispersed.
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Examples

[0035] The following Examples have been presented in order to further illustrate

the invention and are not intended to limit the invention in any way.

Example 1

[0036] Thirty ISO size SX files, thirty ISO size S1 files, thirty ISO size S2 files,

thirty ISO size F1 files, thirty ISO size F2 files and thirty ISO size F3 files were used

in a study of torsion (Mt) reported in g-:::s:::-cm performed in accordance with “ISO

Standard 3630-1 Dentistry - Root-canal instruments - Part 1: General requirements

and ANSI/ADA Specification No. 28, Endodontic files and reamers”. The results are

shown in Figure 3. The files were made from a titanium alloy comprising 54-57

weight percent nickel and 43-46 weight percent titanium, and included an elongate

shank having a cutting edge extending from a distal end of the shank along an axial

length of the shank. Ten of each ISO size were untreated (Control) files. Ten of

each ISO size were heat-treated in a furnace in an argon atmosphere at 500°C for 75

minutes and then slowly cooled. These are labeled “TT” in Figure 3. Ten of each

ISO size were coated with titanium nitride using physical vapor deposition with an

inherent heat-treatment. These are labeled “Ti-N” in Figure 3. M was determined for

each of the thirty files, and the mean and standard deviation for each group (Control,

TT, Ti-N) of ten files were calculated. The ten files that were heat-treated in a

furnace in an argon atmosphere at 500°C for 75 minutes showed the best result with

the highest Mt.

Example 2

[0037] Thirty ISO size SX files, thirty ISO size S1 files, thirty ISO size S2 files,

thirty ISO size F1 files, thirty ISO size F2 files and thirty ISO size F3 files were used

in a study of torsion (At) reported in degrees of deflection performed in accordance

with “ISO Standard 3630-1 Dentistry - Root-canal instruments - Part 1: General

requirements and ANSI/ADA Specification No. 28, Endodontic files and reamers”.

The results are shown in Figure 4. The files were made from a titanium alloy

comprising 54-57 weight percent nickel and 43-46 weight percent titanium, and

included an elongate shank having a cutting edge extending from a distal end of the
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shank along an axial length of the shank. Ten of each ISO size were untreated

(Control) files. Ten of each ISO size were heat-treated in a furnace in an argon

atmosphere at 500°C for 75 minutes and then slowly cooled. These are labeled “TT”

in Figure 4. Ten of each ISO size were coated with titanium nitride using physical

vapor deposition with an inherent heat-treatment. These are labeled “Ti-N” in Figure

4. A was determined for each of the thirty files, and the mean and standard

deviation for each group (Control, TT, Ti-N) of ten files were calculated. The ten files

that were heat-treated in a furnace in an argon atmosphere at 500°C for 75 minutes

showed the best results with the highest At.

Example 3

[0038] Thirty ISO size SX files, thirty ISO size S1 files, thirty ISO size SZ files,

thirty ISO size F1 files, thirty ISO size F2 files and thirty ISO size F3 files were used

in a study of maximum torque at 45° of flexion (Mf) reported in g-cm performed in

accordance with “ISO Standard 3630-1 Dentistry - Root-canal instruments - Part 1:

General requirements and ANSI/ADA Specification No. 28, Endodontic files and

reamers”. The shank is held in a torque meter, flexed at an angle of 45°, and then

torque is measured. The results are shown in Figure 5. The files were made from a

titanium alloy comprising 54-57 weight percent nickel and 43-46 weight percent

titanium, and included an elongate shank having a cutting edge extending from a

distal end of the shank along an axial length of the shank. Ten of each ISO size

were untreated (Control) files. Ten of each ISO size were heat-treated in a furnace in

an argon atmosphere at 500°C for 75 minutes and then slowly cooled. These are

labeled “TT” in Figure 5 Ten of each ISO size were coated with titanium nitride using

physical vapor deposition with an inherent heat-treatment. These are labeled “Ti-N”

in Figure 5. Mf was determined for each of the thirty files, and the mean and

standard deviation for each group (Control, TT, Ti-N) of ten files were calculated. It

can be seen that the heat-treated files can withstand increased strain, and have

higher high flexibility, have higher resistance to torsion breakage than untreated

(control) files.
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Example 4

[0039] Thirty ISO size SX files, thirty ISO size S1 files, thirty ISO size SZ files,

thirty ISO size F1 files, thirty ISO size F2 files and thirty ISO size F3 files were used

in a study of angle of permanent deformation after the flexion test (ADP) reported in

degrees of deflection performed in accordance with “ISO Standard 3630-1 Dentistry -

Root-canal instruments - Part 1: General requirements and ANSI/ADA Specification

No. 28, Endodontic files and reamers”. The results are shown in Figure 6. The files

were made from a titanium alloy comprising 54-57 weight percent nickel and 43-46

weight percent titanium, and included an elongate shank having a cutting edge

extending from a distal end of the shank along an axial length of the shank. Ten of

each ISO size were untreated (Control) files. Ten of each ISO size were heat-treated

in a furnace in an argon atmosphere at 500°C for 75 minutes and then slowly cooled.

These are labeled “TT” in Figure 6. Ten of each ISO size were coated with titanium

nitride using physical vapor deposition with an inherent heat-treatment. These are

labeled “Ti-N” in Figure 6. ADP was determined for each of the thirty files, and the

mean and standard deviation for each group (Control, TT, Ti-N) of ten files were

calculated. The ten files that were heat-treated in a furnace in an argon atmosphere

at 500°C for 75 minutes showed the highest ADP. Thus, the heat-treated files

maintain the acquired (test deformed) shape rather than the shape memory exhibited

in the untreated control (nickel-titanium instruments).

Example 5

[0040] Six groups of thirty ISO size SX, S1, SZ, F1, F2 and F3 files were used in a

study of the fatigue reported in cycles (revolutions) to failure performed in accordance

with the ISO Standard 3630-2 Dental root-canal instruments - Part 2: Enlargers and

ANSI/ADA Specification No. 95, for Root canal enlargers”. The results are shown in

Figure 7. The files were made from a titanium alloy comprising 54-57 weight percent

nickel and 43-46 weight percent titanium, and included an elongate shank having a

cutting edge extending from a distal end of the shank along an axial length of the

shank. Ten files of each ISO size were untreated (Control) files. Ten files of each

ISO size were heat-treated in a furnace in an argon atmosphere at 500°C for 75
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minutes and then slowly cooled. These are labeled “TT” in Figure 7. Ten files of

each ISO size were coated with titanium nitride using physical vapor deposition with

an inherent heat-treatment. These are labeled “Ti-N” in Figure 7. Fatigue cycles

were determined for each of the files, and the mean and standard deviation for each

group (Control, TT, Ti-N) of the six file sizes were calculated. In five of the six file

sizes, the files that were heat-treated in a furnace in an argon atmosphere at 500°C

for 75 minutes showed the highest fatigue cycles (revolutions) to failure.

[0041] The Examples show that heat-treated files (TT) exhibit higher resistance to

torsion breakage, can withstand increased strain, have higher flexibility, have

increased fatigue life and maintain any acquired shape upon fracture better when

compared to untreated (Control) files. Thus, the invention provides medical and

dental instruments, and particularly endodontic instruments, such as drills, burs and

files, that have high resistance to torsion breakage, maintain shape upon fracture,

can withstand increased strain, and can hold sharp cutting edges such that the

instruments overcome the problems encountered when cleaning and enlarging a

curved root canal.

[0042] Although the present invention has been described in considerable detail

with reference to certain embodiments, one skilled in the art will appreciate that the

present invention can be practiced by other than the described embodiments, which

have been presented for purposes of illustration and not of limitation. For example,

while the present invention finds particular utility in the field of endodontic

instruments, the invention is also useful in other medical and dental instruments used

in creating or enlarging an opening. Therefore, the scope of the appended claims

should not be limited to the description of the embodiments contained herein.
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method for manufacturing or modifying an endodontic instrument for

use in performing root canal therapy on a tooth, the method comprising:

(a) providing an elongate shank having a cutting edge extending from a

distal end of the shank along an axial length of the shank, the shank comprising a

titanium alloy, and

(b) heat-treating the shank at a temperature above 25°C in an atmosphere

consisting essentially of a gas unreactive with the shank.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein:

the gas is selected from the group consisting of helium, neon, argon, krypton,

xenon, and radon.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein:

the temperature is from 400°C up to but not equal to the melting point of the

titanium alloy.

4. The method of claim 1 wherein:

the temperature is from 475°C to 525°C.

5. The method of claim 1 wherein:

the shank is heat-treated for 1 to 2 hours.

6. The method of claim 1 wherein:

the titanium alloy is selected from alpha-titanium alloys, beta-titanium alloys,

alpha-beta-titanium alloys, and nickel-titanium alloys.
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7. The method of claim 1 wherein:

the titanium alloy comprises 54-57 weight percent nickel and 43-46 weight

percent titanium.

8. The method of claim 1 wherein:

the titanium alloy comprises 54-57 weight percent nickel and 43-46 weight

percent titanium,

the gas is selected from the group consisting of helium, neon, argon, krypton,

xenon, and radon,

the temperature is from 475°C to 525°C, and

the shank is heat-treated for 1 to 2 hours.

9. The method of claim 1 wherein:

the instrument shank consists essentially of a titanium alloy comprising 54-57

weight percent nickel and 43-46 weight percent titanium,

the gas is argon,

the temperature is 500°C, and

the shank is heat-treated for 1 to 2 hours.

10. The method of claim 1 wherein:

the instrument shank is in accordance with ISO Standard 3630-1.

11. The method of claim 1 wherein:

the heat-treated shank has an angle greater than 10 degrees of permanent

deformation after torque at 45° of flexion.

12. The method of claim 1 wherein:

the instrument shank has a diameter of 0.5 to 1.6 millimeters.
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13. The method of claim 1 wherein:

the instrument shank is heat treated in step (b) at a single temperature.

14. The method of claim 1 wherein:

the entire instrument shank is heat- treated in step (b) at a single temperature.

15. The method of claim 14 wherein:

the single temperature is from 400°C to 525°C.

16. The method of claim 14 wherein:

the single temperature is from 475°C to 525°C.
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17. A method for manufacturing or modifying an endodontic instrument for

use in performing root canal therapy on a tooth, the method comprising:

(a) providing an elongate shank having helical flutes defining a cutting

edge extending from a distal end of the shank along an axial length of the shank, the

instrument being in accordance with ISO Standard 3630-1, the shank consisting

essentially of a titanium alloy comprising 54-57 weight percent nickel and 43-46

weight percent titanium; and

(b) heat-treating the instrument shank at a temperature from 475°C to

525°C in an atmosphere consisting essentially of a gas unreactive with the shank.

18. The method of claim 17 wherein:

the shank is heat- treated in step (b) at a single temperature from 475°C to

525°C.

19. The method of claim 17 wherein:

the entire shank is heat-treated in step (b) at a single temperature from 475°C

to 525°C.

20. The method of claim 17 wherein:

wherein the heat-treated instrument has an angle greater than 10 degrees of

permanent deformation after torque at 45° of flexion tested in accordance with ISO

Standard 3630-1.
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

Endodontic instruments for use in performing root canal therapy on a tooth are

disclosed. In one form, the instruments include an elongate shank having a cutting

edge extending from a distal end of the shank along an axial length of the shank.

The shank comprises a titanium alloy, and the shank is prepared by heat-treating the

shank at a temperature above 25°C in an atmosphere consisting essentially of a gas

unreactive with the shank. In another form, the endodontic instruments have an

elongate shank having a cutting edge extending from a distal end of the shank along

an axial length of the shank. The shank consists essentially of a titanium alloy

selected from alpha-titanium alloys, beta-titanium alloys, and alpha-beta-titanium

alloys. The instruments solve the problems encountered when cleaning and

enlarging a curved root canal.

12101906
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© (2) I am an attorney or agent registered to practice before the Patent and Trademark Office, and I certify that I am in possession of
evidence, and will retain such in the application file record, showing that the inventor listed above is 65 years of age, or more.

Signature _ Date

Richard T. Roche Reg'strat'on 38599Number
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Doc code : PET.0P.AGE
PTOISBHSD (07-09)

Description : Petition to make special based on Age/Health Approvedforusethmugh 971311201; OMB 0551-9031U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction ACT of 1995. no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number

Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of
the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be

advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the

information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and

Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not

furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your

submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information

Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the

Department of Justice to determine whether the Fr eedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these records.

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to

a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement

negotiations.

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a

request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the

Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need

for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the

requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of

records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property

Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of

National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181 ) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services,

or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to

recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and

2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this

purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations about indivi duals.

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of

the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b} or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record

may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an

application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is

referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law

enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Commissioner for Patents
U nited States Patent and Trademark Office

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

 
In re Application of
Neill Hamilton Luebke

‘ ‘ 12977625 :DECISION ON PETITION TO MAKE SPECIAL
Appl'cat'on No‘ :UNDER 37 CFR 1.102(c)(1)
Filed: ‘

Attorney Docket No. 115207.00005

This is a decision on the electronic petition under 37 CFR 1.102 (c)(1), filed 23-DEC-201O to make the above—identified

application special based on applicant's age as set forth in MPEP § 708.02, Section IV.

The petition is GRANTED.

A grantable petition to make an application special under 37 CFR 1.102(c)(1), MPEP § 708.02, Section IV: Applicant's Age must

include a statement by applicant or a registered practitioner having evidence that applicant is at least 65 years of age. No fee is
required.

Accordingly, the above-identified application has been accorded “special” status and will be taken up for action by the examiner
upon the completion ofall pre-examination processing.

Telephone inquiries concerning this electronic decision should be directed to the Electronic Business Center at 866-217-9197.

All other inquiries concerning either the examination or status of the application should be directed to the Technology Center.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

International Application Number: —

Title of Invention: Dental and Medical Instruments Comprising Titanium

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Neill Hamilton Luebke

Richard T Roche

Attorney Docket Number: 115207 00005

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC111(a)

 
Payment information:

File Listing:

Document Document Descri tion File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number p Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

823066

Petition automatically granted by EFS petitionagesb00005.pdf 5a165d75602ec2e9eb0f0c4c09a08aa82ea a

Information:
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Total Files Size (in bytes) 823066

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD Application or Docket Number
Substitute for Form PTO-875 12/977,625

APPLICATION AS FILED - PART I OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2 SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY)

N/A N/A
BASIC FEE
(37 CFR1.16( ), (b), or (0))
SEARCH FEE
(37 CFR 1.16(k), (i), or (m))
EXAMINATION FEE
(37 CFR1.16 o,I ) (P), or (11))
TOTAL CLAIMS
(37 CFR 1.16(i))
INDEPENDENT CLAIMS _

(mm-16w» _
If the specification and drawings exceed 100

APPLICATION SIZE sheets of paper, the application size fee due is
FEE $270 ($135 for small entity) for each additional
(37 CFR1.16(s)) 50 sheets or fraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C.

41(a)(1)(G) and 37 CFR1.16( ).

R EX

N/A

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT (37 CFR1.16(j))

* Ifthe difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter "0” in column 2.

APPLICATION AS AMENDED - PART II

OTHER THAN

(Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY SMALL ENTITY
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL
AFTER PREVIOUSLY FEE($) FEE($)

AMENDMENT PAID FOR
Total

(37 CFR1.16(i))

Independent(37 CFR1.16(h))

Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(S))
AMENDMENTA

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1.16(j))

TOTAL
ADD'L FEE

(Column 2) (Column 3)
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL
AFTER PREVIOUSLY FEE($) FEE($)

AMENDMENT PAID FOR
Total

(37 CFR1.16(i))
Independent

(37 CFR1.16(h))

Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(S))
AMENDMENTB

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1.16(j))

TOTAL
ADD'L FEE ADD'L FEE

* Ifthe entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write "0” in column 3.
** Ifthe "Highest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, enter "20”.

*** If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, enter "3”.
The "Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest found in the appropriate box in column 1.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
AddIESS. COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSPO Box 1450

Alexandria, Vilgmia 22313-1450wwwusptogov

APPLICATION FILING or GRP ART
NUMBER 371(c) DATE UNIT F FEE REC'D ATTY.DOCKET.NO TOT CLAHVIS IND CLAIMS

 
 
   

12/977,625 12/23/2010 3732 462 11520700005 20 2

CONFIRMATION NO. 9691

26710 FILING RECEIPT
QUARLES & BRADY LLP

411 E. WISCONSIN AVENUE llllllllllllllllllllllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIl llllllllllllll lllllllllllllllllllllllll
SUITE 2040 000000045390 20

MILWAUKEE, WI 53202-4497

Date Mailed: 01/12/2011

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination

in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the

application must include the following identification information: the US. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,

NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.

Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please

submit a written request for a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copy of this Filing Receipt with the

changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit

any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processes the reply

to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections

Applicant(s)
Neill Hamilton Luebke, Brookfield, WI;

Power of Attorney: None

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant

This application is a DIV of 11/628,933 12/07/2006
which is a 371 of PCT/U805/19947 06/07/2005

which claims benefit of 60/578,091 06/08/2004

Foreign Applications

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 01/07/2011

The country code and number of your priority application, to be used for filing abroad under the Paris Convention,

is US 12/977,625

Projected Publication Date: To Be Determined - pending completion of Corrected Papers

Non-Publication Request: No

Early Publication Request: No
** SMALL ENTITY **
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Title

Dental and Medical Instruments Comprising Titanium

Preliminary Class

433

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a US. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no

effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent

in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an international

application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same

effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-member country. The PCT process simplifies the filing

of patent applications on the same invention in member countries, but does not result in a grant of "an international

patent" and does not eliminate the need of applicants to file additional documents and fees in countries where patent

protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an

application for patent in that country in accordance with its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ

in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific

foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions made in the United States, the Director of the USPTO must

issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. The filing of a US. patent application

serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and

guidance as to the status of applicant's license for foreign filing.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents" (specifically, the

section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlines for filing foreign

patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, or it

can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/generaI/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish

to consult the US. Government website, http://www.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerce initiative,

this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protect intellectual property in specific

countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may

call the US. Government hotline at 1-866-999-HALT (1-866-999-4158).

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING

LICENSE GRANTED" followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issued in all applications where

the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whether or not a license may be required as

page 2 of 3
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set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope and limitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier

license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The

date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This license is to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time on or after the effective date thereof unless

it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.

The grant of a license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter

as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national

security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of current regulations especially with

respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of

State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and

Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of

Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING

LICENSE GRANTED" DOES NOT appear on this form. Applicant may still petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,

if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from the filing date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed

from the filing date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35

U.S.C. 181, the licensee may foreign file the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).

page 3 of 3
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Addtess. COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSPO Box 1450

Alexandria, Vilgmia 22313-1450wwwusptogov

APPLICATION NUMBER F ING OR 371 (C) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE

 
 
   

12/977,625 12/23/2010 Neill Hamilton Luebke 1 1520700005

CONFIRMATION NO. 9691

26710 FORMALITIES LETTER

QUARLES & BRADY LLP

411 E. WISCONSIN AVENUE llllllllllllllllllllllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIl IllIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIII000000045390 2
SUITE 2040

MILWAUKEE, WI 53202-4497

Date Mailed: 01/12/2011

NOTICE TO FILE CORRECTED APPLICATION PAPERS

Filing Date Granted

An application number and filing date have been accorded to this application. The application is informal since

it does not comply with the regulations for the reason(s) indicated below. Applicant is given TWO MONTHS

from the date of this Notice within which to correct the informalities indicated below. Extensions of time may be

obtained by filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a).

The required item(s) identified below must be timely submitted to avoid abandonment:

' Replacement drawings in compliance with 37 CFR 1.84 and 37 CFR 1.121 (d) are required. The drawings

submitted are not acceptable because:

' The drawings must be reasonably free from erasures and must be free from alterations, overwriting,

interlineations, folds, and copy marks. See Figure(s) 2e, 3, 4, 6.

c The drawings have a line quality that is too light to be reproduced (weight of all lines and letters must

be heavy enough to permit adequate reproduction) or text that is illegible (reference characters, sheet

numbers, and view numbers must be plain and legible) see 37 CFR 1.84(l) and (p)(1)); See Figure(s) 3-7.

Applicant is cautioned that correction of the above items may cause the specification and drawings page count to

exceed 100 pages. If the specification and drawings exceed 100 pages, applicant will need to submit the required

application size fee.

page 1 of 2
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Replies should be mailed to:

Mail Stop Missing Parts
Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria VA 22313-1450

Registered users of EFS-Web may alternatively submit their reply to this notice via EFS-Web.

https://sportal.uspto.gov/authenticate/AuthenticateUserLocalEPF.html

For more information about EFS-Web please call the USPTO Electronic Business Center at 1-866-21 7-9197 or

visit our website at http://www.uspto.gov/ebc.

If you are not using EFS—Web to submit your reply, you must include a copy of this notice.

/hchin/

 

Office of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101
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I hereby certify that this correspondence is being electronically transmitted to the United States
Patent and Trademark Office on the date set forth below.

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant: Neill Hamilton Luebke

Application No.: 12/977,625

Filed: December 23, 2010

For: DENTAL AND MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS COMPRISING TITANIUM

Art Unit: 3732

Confirmation: 9691

Docket No.: 115207.00005

RESPONSE TO NOTICE TO FILE CORRECTED APPLICATION PAPERS

In response to the Notice to File Corrected Application Papers mailed on January 12,

2011, Applicants submit replacement drawings in compliance with 37 CFR 1.84 and 37 CFR

1.121(d) as required.

No fees are believed to be needed for this amendment. If additional fees are needed,

please charge them to Deposit Account No. 17 0055.

Respectfully submitted,

Neill Hamilton Luebke

Dated: February 3, 2011 /Richard T. Roche/
Richard T. Roche, Reg. No. 38,599

Quarles and Brady LLP
411 East Wisconsin Ave.

Milwaukee, WI 53202

(414) 277-5805

QB\115207.00005\12335096.1
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I hereby certify that this correspondence is being electronically transmitted to the United States
Patent and Trademark Office on the date set forth below.

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant: Neill Hamilton Luebke

Application No.: 12/977,625

Filed: December 23, 2010

For: DENTAL AND MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS COMPRISING TITANIUM

Art Unit: 3732

Confirmation: 9691

Docket No.: 115207.00005

RESPONSE TO NOTICE TO FILE CORRECTED APPLICATION PAPERS

In response to the Notice to File Corrected Application Papers mailed on January 12,

2011, Applicants submit replacement drawings in compliance with 37 CFR 1.84 and 37 CFR

1.121(d) as required.

No fees are believed to be needed for this amendment. If additional fees are needed,

please charge them to Deposit Account No. 17 0055.

Respectfully submitted,

Neill Hamilton Luebke

Dated: February 3, 2011 /Richard T. Roche/
Richard T. Roche, Reg. No. 38,599

Quarles and Brady LLP
411 East Wisconsin Ave.

Milwaukee, WI 53202

(414) 277-5805

QB\115207.00005\12335096.1
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

International Application Number: —

Title of Invention: Dental and Medical Instruments Comprising Titanium

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name:

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC111(a)

Payment information:

File Listing:

Document Document Descri tion File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number p Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

597234

 
Drawings-only black and white line

drawings
|uebke_figures.pdf 29175f88ef6246b40a180e21e7ea5b651b3

038fe

Information:
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. 977435
Applicant Response to Pre-Exam

Formalities Notice luebke—reSponse'pdf 75((17855838cb7d83d293ae9bca390e3b6
adc79

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
AddIESS. COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSPO Box 1450

Alexandria, Viigmia 22313-1450wwwusptogov

APPLICATION FILING or GRP ART
NUMBER 371(0) DATE UNIT F FEE REC'D ATTY.DOCKET.NO TOT CLAHVIS IND CLAIMS
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CONFIRMATION NO. 9691

26710 UPDATED FILING RECEIPT
QUARLES & BRADY LLP

411 E. WISCONSIN AVENUE IIIIIIIIIIII11111111111111IIIIIIIIIIII 11111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIII
SUITE 2040 0000000459 097

MILWAUKEE, WI 53202-4497

Date Mailed: 02/15/2011

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination

in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the

application must include the following identification information: the US. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,

NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.

Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please

submit a written request for a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copy of this Filing Receipt with the

changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit

any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processes the reply

to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections

Applicant(s)
Neill Hamilton Luebke, Brookfield, WI;

Power of Attorney: None

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant

This application is a DIV of 11/628,933 12/07/2006
which is a 371 of PCT/USO5/19947 06/07/2005

which claims benefit of 60/578,091 06/08/2004

Foreign Applications (You may be eligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway program at the

USPTO. Please see http://www.uspto.gov for more information.)

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 01/07/2011

The country code and number of your priority application, to be used for filing abroad under the Paris Convention,

is US 12/977,625

Projected Publication Date: 05/26/2011

Non-Publication Request: No

Early Publication Request: No
** SMALL ENTITY **
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Title

Dental and Medical Instruments Comprising Titanium

Preliminary Class

433

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a US. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no

effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent

in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an international

application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same

effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-member country. The PCT process simplifies the filing

of patent applications on the same invention in member countries, but does not result in a grant of "an international

patent" and does not eliminate the need of applicants to file additional documents and fees in countries where patent

protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an

application for patent in that country in accordance with its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ

in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific

foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions made in the United States, the Director of the USPTO must

issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. The filing of a US. patent application

serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and

guidance as to the status of applicant's license for foreign filing.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents" (specifically, the

section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlines for filing foreign

patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, or it

can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/generaI/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish

to consult the US. Government website, http://www.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerce initiative,

this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protect intellectual property in specific

countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may

call the US. Government hotline at 1-866-999-HALT (1-866-999-4158).

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING

LICENSE GRANTED" followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issued in all applications where

the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whether or not a license may be required as
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set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope and limitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier

license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The

date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This license is to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time on or after the effective date thereof unless

it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.

The grant of a license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter

as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national

security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of current regulations especially with

respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of

State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and

Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of

Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING

LICENSE GRANTED" DOES NOT appear on this form. Applicant may still petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,

if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from the filing date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed

from the filing date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35

U.S.C. 181, the licensee may foreign file the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).
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PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD Application or Docket Number
Substitute for Form PTO-875 12/977,625

APPLICATION AS FILED - PART I OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2 SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY)

N/A N/A
BASIC FEE
(37 CFR1.16( ), (b), or (0))
SEARCH FEE
(37 CFR 1.16(k), (i), or (m))
EXAMINATION FEE
(37 CFR1.16 o,I ) (P), or (11))
TOTAL CLAIMS
(37 CFR 1.16(i))
INDEPENDENT CLAIMS _

(mm-16w» _
If the specification and drawings exceed 100

APPLICATION SIZE sheets of paper, the application size fee due is
FEE $270 ($135 for small entity) for each additional
(37 CFR1.16(s)) 50 sheets or fraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C.

41(a)(1)(G) and 37 CFR1.16( ).

R EX

N/A

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT (37 CFR1.16(j))

* Ifthe difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter "0” in column 2.

APPLICATION AS AMENDED - PART II

OTHER THAN

(Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY SMALL ENTITY
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL
AFTER PREVIOUSLY FEE($) FEE($)

AMENDMENT PAID FOR
Total

(37 CFR1.16(i))

Independent(37 CFR1.16(h))

Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(S))
AMENDMENTA

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1.16(j))

TOTAL
ADD'L FEE

(Column 2) (Column 3)
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL
AFTER PREVIOUSLY FEE($) FEE($)

AMENDMENT PAID FOR
Total

(37 CFR1.16(i))
Independent

(37 CFR1.16(h))

Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(S))
AMENDMENTB

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1.16(j))

TOTAL
ADD'L FEE ADD'L FEE

* Ifthe entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write "0” in column 3.
** Ifthe "Highest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, enter "20”.

*** If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, enter "3”.
The "Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest found in the appropriate box in column 1.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
AddIESS. COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSPO Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NUMBER F ING OR 371 (C) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE

 
 
   

12/977,625 12/23/2010 Neill Hamilton Luebkc 115207.00005

CONFIRMATION NO. 9691

26710 PUBLICATION NOTICE

QUARLES & BRADY LLP

411 E. WISCONSIN AVENUE IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII||IIIIIIIIIwII||III||III||III|I|II|| IIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
SUITE 2040 00000047895785

MILWAUKEE, WI 53202-4497

Title:Dental and Medical Instruments Comprising Titanium

Publication No.US-2011-0120601-A1

Publication Date:05/26/2011

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION OF APPLICATION

The above-identified application will be electronically published as a patent application publication pursuant to 37

CFR 1.211, et seq. The patent application publication number and publication date are set forth above.

The publication may be accessed through the USPTO's publically available Searchable Databases via the

Internet at www.uspto.gov. The direct link to access the publication is currently http://www.uspto.gov/patft/.

The publication process established by the Office does not provide for mailing a copy of the publication to

applicant. A copy of the publication may be obtained from the Office upon payment of the appropriate fee set forth

in 37 CFR 1.19(a)(1). Orders for copies of patent application publications are handled by the USPTO's Office of

Public Records. The Office of Public Records can be reached by telephone at (703) 308-9726 or (800) 972-6382,

by facsimile at (703) 305-8759, by mail addressed to the United States Patent and Trademark Office, Office of
Public Records, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 or via the Internet.

In addition, information on the status of the application, including the mailing date of Office actions and the

dates of receipt of correspondence filed in the Office, may also be accessed via the Internet through the Patent

Electronic Business Center at www.uspto.gov using the public side of the Patent Application Information and

Retrieval (PAIR) system. The direct link to access this status information is currently http://pair.uspto.gov/. Prior to

publication, such status information is confidential and may only be obtained by applicant using the private side of
PAIR.

Further assistance in electronically accessing the publication, or about PAIR, is available by calling the Patent
Electronic Business Center at 1-866-217-9197.

 

Office of Data Managment, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria1 Virginia 22313- 1450
WWW.uspto.goV

 
  
  CONF {MATION NO.    APPLICATION NO. F ING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.

12/977,625 12/23/2010 Neill Hamilton Luebke 115207.00005 9691

26710 7590 06/07/2011

QUARLES & BRADY LLP
41 1 E. WISCONSIN AVENUE NELSON, MATTHEW M
SUITE 2040

MILWAUKEE, WI 53202—4497 PAPER NUMBER
3776

 
NOT *ICATION DATE DELIVERY MODE   

06/07/201 1 ELECTRONIC

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above—indicated "Notification Date" to the

following e—mail address(es):

pat-dept @ quarles .com

PTOL—90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. Applicant(s)

12/977,625 LUEBKE, NEILL HAMILTON

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit

MATTHEW NELSON 3776

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE g MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.

Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed
after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.

- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)IZI Responsive to communication(s) filed on 23 December 2010.

2a)I:l This action is FINAL. 2b)IZ| This action is non-final.

3)|:l Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Exparte Quay/e, 1935 CD. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)IXI Claim(s) fl) is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above claim(s)_ is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)I:I Claim(s)_ is/are allowed.

6)|Zl Claim(s flis/are rejected.

) ( is/are objected to.

) ( are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)I:I The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)|Z| The drawing(s) filed on 23 December 2010 is/are: a)IZI accepted or b)|:l objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121 (d).

11)|:l The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)I:I Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

a)|:l All b)I:l Some * c)|:l None of:

1.|:I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

213 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No._

3.|:I Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1) X Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) D Interview Summary (PTO-413)
2) D Notice of Draftsperson‘s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper N°(5)/Ma“ Date-_

3) El Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/OS) 5) Notice of Informal Patent Application
Paper No(s)/Mai| Date . 6) D Other: .

US. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 08-06) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mai| Date 20110523
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Application/Control Number: 12/977,625 Page 2

Art Unit: 3776

DETAILED ACTION

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

1. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

2. Claims 1-4, 6-7, 11, 13-16 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Sachdeva (US 6,431,863) in view of Ueda (US 2002/0191878).

3. Sachdeva shows a method for manufacturing/modifying an endodontic

instrument comprising providing an elongate shank (working shaft 12) having a cutting

edge (Fig. 2b) extending from a distal end of the shank along an axial length of the

shank (Fig. 1), the shank comprising a titanium alloy (col. 3, lines 30-33); and heat-

treating the shank at a temperature above 25 degrees Celsius (col. 4, lines 59-65; Fig.

4, 5). With respect to claims 3-4, 15-16, the temperature is from 400 degrees Celsius

up to but not equal to the melting point of the titanium alloy or 475 to 525 degrees

Celsius (col. 4, line 59-65; Fig. 4-5 show anneal temperatures at 350, 400, 450, 500).

With respect to claim 6, the titanium alloy is selected from alpha-titanium, beta-titanium,

alpha-beta-titanium, and nickel-titanium alloys (col. 3, lines 30-33). With respect to

claim 7, the titanium alloy comprises 54-57 weight percent nickel and 43-46 weight

percent titanium (col. 3, lines 30-32; Table 1). With respect to claim 11, the heat-treated

shank has an angle greater than 10 degrees of permanent deformation after torque at

45 degrees of flexion (Sachdeva has the same process of making as described above
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Application/Control Number: 12/977,625 Page 3

Art Unit: 3776

and therefore exhibits similar shape memory characteristics such as permanent

deformation after a degree of flexion). With respect to claims 13-14, the entire

instrument shank is heat-treated at a single temperature (col. 2, lines 38-46). However,

Sachdeva fails to show heat-treating the shank in an atmosphere consisting essentially

of a gas unreactive with the shank.

4. Ueda teaches heat treating a titanium alloy wherein the heat treatment being

conducted in an atmosphere consisting essentially of a gas unreactive with the shank

such as argon ([0039] for instance). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one

having ordinary skill in the art at the time of invention to modify Sachdeva’s instrument

by including the heat treating in an atmosphere consisting essentially of a gas

unreactive with the shank as taught by Ueda in order to prevent the titanium alloy from

oxidizing as is known in the art.

5. Claims 5, 8-9 rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Sachdeva in view of Ueda as applied to claim 1 above and further in view of Besselink

et al. (US 6,428,634).

6. Sachdeva/Ueda discloses the device as previously described above, but fails to

show the shank is heat-treated for 1 to 2 hours.

7. Besselink teaches heat treating titanium alloys wherein the shank is heat-treated

for a period of time that depends on the temperature that is chosen (col. 4, line 38-40).

It would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at the time of invention

to have modified the heat-treatment time based on the temperature and material
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Art Unit: 3776

chosen, since it has been held that discovering an optimum value of a result effect

variable (as established by Besselink) involves only routine skill in the art. In re Boesch,

617 F.2d 272, 205, USPO 215 (CCPA 1980).

8. Claims 10, 12 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Sachdeva in view of Ueda as applied to claim 1 above and further in view of Wong (US

6,206,695).

9. Sachdeva/Ueda discloses the device as previously described above, but fails to

show the endodontic instrument being in accordance with ISO Standard 3630-1 and

therefore having a diameter within the range of 0.5 to 1.6 mm.

10. Wong teaches in the background of the invention endodontic tools manufactured

pursuant to ISO Standard 3630 and having diameters of 0.5-1.6 mm (col. 2, lines 5-30;

Table l). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at

the time of invention to modify Sachdeva/Ueda’s instrument by utilizing the ISO

Standard as taught by Wong in order to provide sizes and an internationally recognized

standard that is recognizable by and commonly used by dentists.

11. Claims 17-20 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Sachdeva in view of Ueda and Wong.

12. Sachdeva discloses the device as previously described above, but fails to show

heat-treating the shank in an atmosphere consisting essentially of a gas unreactive with

the shank.
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13. Ueda teaches heat treating a titanium alloy wherein the heat treatment being

conducted in an atmosphere consisting essentially of a gas unreactive with the shank

such as argon ([0039] for instance). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one

having ordinary skill in the art at the time of invention to modify Sachdeva’s instrument

by including the heat treating in an atmosphere consisting essentially of a gas

unreactive with the shank as taught by Ueda in order to prevent the titanium alloy from

oxidizing as is known in the art. However, Sachdeva/Ueda fails to show the endodontic

instrument being in accordance with ISO Standard 3630-1.

14. Wong teaches in the background of the invention endodontic tools manufactured

pursuant to ISO Standard 3630 and having diameters of 0.5-1.6 mm (col. 2, lines 5-30;

Table I). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art at

the time of invention to modify Sachdeva/Ueda’s instrument by utilizing the ISO

Standard as taught by Wong in order to provide sizes and an internationally recognized

standard that is recognizable by and commonly used by dentists.

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to MATTHEW NELSON whose telephone number is

(571 )270-5898. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday 7:30am-

5:OOpm EDT.
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Application/Control Number: 12/977,625 Page 6

Art Unit: 3776

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Todd Manahan can be reached on (571) 272-4713. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571 -273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272—1000.

/MMN/

/TODD E. MANAHAN/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3776
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Docket No; 115320100905

i hereby certify that this correspondence is being electronicaliy transmitted to Commissioner for Patents,
RC. Box 1450, Aiexendria, VA 223134450

Date: August 26, 2011 Richard T. Roche!
Richard T. Roche, Reg. No. 38,599

EN THE EJNETET} PATENT ANT) TRATEEMARK OFTEQE

Appiicani: Neiii H. Luebke

Appiication No: 12f97?,625

Fiiing Date: December 23, 2010

Titie: Dentei And Medieei instruments Comprising Titanium

Confirmaiion No: 92691

Art Unii: 3776

Examiner: Matthew M. Neison

AMENBMENT

Meii Step Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

PO. 80X 145%

Aiexandrie, VA 21231 34450

Sir:

This is in respense in the Non—Finei Office Aerien meiied en June 7, 2011.

Piease amend the aboveidentified patent appiica’iien es feiiews:

Amendments to the Cieims begin on page 2 efinis paper.

Remarks begin on nege 6 or this paper.
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Amendments To The Ciaims

t. (Qurrentiy Amended) A method for manufacturing or modifying an

endodontio instrument for use in performing roet eanai therapy on a tooth, the method

comprising:

(a) providing an eiongate shank having a cutting edge extending from a distai

end of the shank aiong an axiai iength of the shank, the shank comprising a titanium

aitoy, and

(b) heat—treating the entire shank at a temperature aeeveQ-efig- from 400°C ug

to but not eguai to the meiting goint of the titanium aiiog in an atmosphere consisting

essentiaiiy of a gas unreaotive with the shank.

 

2. (Griginai) The method otoiaim 1 wherein:

the gas is seiested from the group consisting of heiiurn, neon, argon, krypton,

xenon, and radon.

3. (Qaneeiied)

it. {Originat} The method of eiaint 1 wherein:

the temperature is from 475°C to 525°C.

5. (Qriginai) The method of ciaim 1 wherein:

the shank is heat—treated for t to 2 hours.

6. (Originai) The method of eiaim 1 wherein:

the titanium aiioy is seieeted from aipha~titanium aiioys, beta—titanium aiioys,

aioha—heta—titanium aiieys, and niekei-titanium aitoys.
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7, (Originai) The method at oiaim 1 wherein:

the titanium eiiey comprises 54—5?“ weight percent niokei and 43—46 weight

percent titanium.

8. {Originat} The metth at eiaim 1 wherein:

the titanium aiiey comprises 54—5? weight percent nickei and 43—45 weight

percent titanium,

the gas is seieeted from the greup consisting of heiium, neon, argen, krypten,

xenon, and raden,

the temperature is from 475°C to 525°C, and

the shank is heat—treated fer 1 ta 2 hours.

9. (Originai) The method of ciaim “i wherein:

the instrument shank censists essentiaiiy et a titanium aiiey comprising 546?

weight percent niekei and 4348 weight percent titanium,

the gas is argon,

the temperature is 503°C, and

the shank is heat—treated for t to 2 hours.

t0. (Griginai) The method eteieim 1 wherein:

the instrument shank is in accordance with ESQ Standard 36304.

“it. {Originat} The metth at eiaim 1 wherein:

the heat-treated shank has an angie greater than “iii degrees of permanent

deformation after torque at 45° of tiexion.

t2. (Originei) ~the metth of oiaim 1 wherein:

the instrument shank has a diameter at {3.5 to 1,5 rniiiimeters,

-3“
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13. (Currentty Amended} The methed of eieim 1 wherein:

the instrument ehehk is heet;treeteci in step (b) at e eingie temperature.

14. (Origihei) ~the metth of eteim 1 wherein:

the entire instrument shank is heat—treated in step (b) at e eingie temhereture.

t5. (Origihei) The method at cieim 14 wherein:

the eihgie temperature is trem 4E3€3°€3 to 525°C.

15. (Origirtei) The method et etaim 14 wherein:

the eingie temperature is; from 475°C te 525°C.
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“ii”. (Currentiy Amended} A method for manufacturing or modifying an

endodohtic instrument for use in performing root oanai therapy on a teeth, the method

comprising:

(a) providing an eiongate shank having heiieai tiutes defining a cutting edge

extending from a distai end of the shank aiong an axiai tength of the shank, the

instrument being in accordance with ESQ Standard 3630—1, the shank consisting

essentiaiiy of a titanium aiioy comprising 54%? weight percent nickei and 4346 weight

percent titanium; and

(b) heat~treating the instrar—nent— auntie shank at a temperature from 4?5”C to

525°C in an atmosphere consisting essentiaiiy of a gas unreactive with the shank

“i8: (Qriginai) The method of ciairn 17’ wherein:

the shank is heat-treated in step (b) at a singie temperature from 4?5°C to

525°C.

t9. (Caneeiied)

20. (Originai) The method of stain: 1? wherein:

wherein the heat—treated instrument has an angie greater than ti) degrees of

permanent deformation after torque at 45° of iiexion tested in accordance with ESQ

Standard 3330—1.
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REMARKS

Examiner interview

Appiicant and Appiieent‘s representative wish to express appreciation to

Examiner Neison tor the courtesy of a teiephone interview on August 4, 242311 in the

parent appiication no. “it/628,933. in that interview, Examiner Neison suggested the

submittai of a Desiaration under 37 CPR. 1.132 directed to: (i) the issues of the

support in the Exempies for a ciaim iirnitation regarding heat treatment of the entire

shank, and (ii) the critisaiity of the temperatures in the eiaims. This is a divisionai

appiication of parent appiication no, "it/628,933 so Apoiioant wishes to aiso address

those issues in this appiieation.

{Siaim Amendments

independent ciaims t and t?" have been amended to recite that the "entire

shank“ is heat treated. Ciaim 3 has been incorporated into eiaim ‘i. Ciaims 3 and 19

have been sanseiied. The word "heat—treated" in eiaim “i3 has been amended to be

consistent with the ether ciaims.

~the basis for this eiaim iimitation "entire shank" in amended ciaims t and t?” can

he found in Exampie 4 of the present appiication where each ESQ size tiie was heat

treated in a furnace having an argon atmosphere, The Court of Appeais for the Federai

Circuit outiined the written description requirement in Purdue Pharma LP. v. Fauiding

ins, 235.) F.3d 1320, 1323 (230(3), as toiiows:

“in order to satisfy the written description requirement, the dissiosure as originaiiy

tiied does not have to provide in near; verpa support for the ciaimed subject

matter at issue. See Fujikawa v. Wattanasin, 93 F.3d “E553 1570, 3Q USPQZd

tSQS, tQOe (Fed.Cir.1996). Nonetheiess, the disciosure must convey with

reasoneoie oieritv to those skiiied in the art that [the inventor] was in

possession of the invention, Vas~Cath ins. v, Mahurkar, 935 F.2d 1555, 1563
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64, "it; USPQZd ’i‘i’i‘i, t’it? (Fed.Cir.tQQt). Put anetherway, one skiiied in the

art, reading the eriginai disciesure, must immediateiy discern the iirnitatien at

issue in the eiaimsi Weidernar Link Grnhi-i & Ce, vi Osteonics Corp, 32 F.3d

556, 558, 31 UPSQ2d t855, 185? (Fed.Cir.1994).”

Attached is a Deeiaration under 37 CPR. 1.132 for Office consideration. The

Deeiaratien notes that argen (which was used in Exampie 4 at the present appiication}

is censidered is be hazardeus by OSHA. Therefore, when using argon gas in a heat

treating process as in Exampie 4 of the present apeiieation, a rnetai heat treating

company wiii use the argon gas in a seated ciesed system to provide containment at the

argon gas. item 6 at the Deeiaratien states "it]he use at an argon atmosphere as

described in Exameie 4 requires that the entire tiie he heat—treated in the furnace in

order to keep the argon contained in a ciosed system".

Stated a different way, one skiiied in the art, when reading the originai disciesdre

of Exampie 4 of the present aepiicatien, wouid irnrnediateiy discern that the entire shank

has to be heat—treated in the furnace using a siesed system due to the use at argon

(which "can cause rapid suffocation“ aeedrding to the MSDS attached to the

Deeiaratien). Therefore, Exantpie 4 at the present appiioatien “certvey[s] with

reasenahie eiarity to those skiiied in the art that {the inventor} was in possession at

the inventien" of amended independent ciairns ’i and 1?” (see Purdue Pharma LP.

above). in ether words, one skiiied in the art weuid discern that the "entire shank“ as

recited in amended independent ciaims 1 and t? is being heatmtreated in Exarnpie 4i

Ciairn Re'ectiens * 35 USC 103

Ciairns 1—4, tit—7’, 11, 13—18 were rejected under 35 {38.6. 103(23) as being

unpatentahie ever Sachdeva (US 6,431 ,863) in view of tieda (US 2002/01918?8).

Ciair‘ns 5 and 8—9 were rejected under 35 USS. 103(a} as being unpatentabie over
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Saohdeva in view of Ueda and further in view of Besseiinit et at. (US 6,428,634).

Ciaims 1t) and “i2 were rejected under 35 USS tQBta) as being unpatentabie over

Sachdeva in view of Ueda and further in view of Wong (US 6,2Q6,895). Ciairns f7~20

were rejected under 35 USS. tQBta) as being unpatentabie over Saohdeva in view of

Ueda and Wong,

independent eiairns i and i? have been amended as shown above te recite that

the "entire shank" is heat—treated. The attached Deciaration under 3? (BER. 1.132 from

one shifted in the rnetai heat treating art provides evidence that Exarnpie 4 at the

present appiication “oonvey[s] with reasonabie ciarity to those skiiied in the art that

[the inventor} was in pessessien of the inventidn" at amended independent eiairns 1 and

’i? in which the entire shank is heat—treated. in this regard, it is neted that not heat

treating the entire shank in a ciosed furnace as in Exampie 4 codid teed to operator

snftocatien.

in view of these amendments to independent ciaims t and W, Appiidant wishes

to address Saohdeva. Looking at Sachdeva, coiumn 4, iines Bit—3t"), state that “it is

beiieved that the desired tiexibiiity/stifiness and hardness properties, as discussed

beiow, can be achieved by performing seieetive heat treatments of the working shaft

pertien", and coidrnn 4, iines 59—63 of Sashdeva state that "FEGK 6 represents, in a

graphic manner, the effect of seiective heat treatment. The PEG. 6 data is for a Ni——Ti

wire (50.6% Ni) of (3.918“ diameter wherein a first section was heat treated (anneaied)

at 450°C, and a second portion was heat treated at 350°C". Thus, Saphdeva is heat

treating different portions of a We at different temperatures“ in contrast, the invention

of amended independent ciaims f and t? requires that the entire shank of an
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instrument he neat~treated The iintitatiens of amended independent eiaints “i and t7, in

which the entire shank of an instrument is heat-treated, can provide that instrument with

uniform rneehanieai properties. in eentrast, Saehdeva is heat treating different portions

of a m at different temperatures. As a resuit, the Saehdeva wire has different

meehenipai properties at different regions.

Ueda was cited as teaching the use at a gas tinreaetive with the shank. Ueda

ddes net teach heat treating an entire shank comprising a titanium aiiey. Thus, Ueda

does not make up ter the deficiencies ef Seehdeva with respect to amended

independent piainis i and 1?.

Besseiink was Cited as teaching heat treating for certain time periedsn Hewever,

the Exampie at eoiumn 5 of Besseiink shows that the heat treatment in Besseiink was

undertaken on a wire, not an eiengate shank having a cutting edge as in independent

eiaims “i and 1?. Thus, Besseiinit does not make up fer the deficiencies ef Seendeva

with respect to amended independent piaims t and “if.

Wan was cited as mentioning ESQ Standard 3630. Wong ddes net teach heat

treating an entire shank eernprising a titanium aiiey. Thus, Wang dees net make up for

the deficiencies ef Seendeva with respect to amended independent eieims t and 17.

it is wait settied that in order te estahiish a prima facie case at ehvietisness of a

piaimed invention, aii of the eiairn iimitatidns must he taught or suggested by the prior

art. in re Reg/it's, 490 F.2d 98i, i841) USPQ 580 (CCPA twat). Taken together,

Saphdeva and Wong and Ueda and Besseiink faii to teach er suggest heat treating an

entire shank as recited in amended independent eiairns t and t7. Aoeerdingiy, it is

respectfuiiy submitted that independent eiaim t (and eiairns 2 and 4—16 that depend
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thereon) and independent siaint t? (and ciairns 18 and 23 that depend thereen) are

patentahie ever Seshdeve and Wong and Ueda and Besseiinit.

in addition, eiairns Y—Q (which depend from siairn 1) each require a niekehtitaniun‘i

aiioy and the use of an unreaetive gas. Ueda is partieuiar ts the heat treatment of

eipha/‘beta titanium in argen, and not nickei titanium. Therefore, nothing in Ueda wouid

suggest the use of argon fer the treatment at a niekei~titanium aiidy. For these

additionai reasdns, ciairns ?’—9 (which depend frdrn ciaini t) are patentabie ever

Sachdeva and Wong and Ueda and Besseiink.

As suggested in the Examiner interview on August it, 2011 in the parent

eppiicatidn, Appiicant provides Deciaratidn evidence of the critisaiity of the process

temperatures in independent eiairns t and 1?. MPEP. § 2144.85 iii. notes that

"Appiicants can rebut a prime fade case of obvidusness based on ovariapping ranges

by showing the oriticaiity of the ciain‘aed range." See, in re Woodrufi 919 F.2d 1575,

1578 (Fed, Cir. 1990) ("The iaw is repiete with cases in which the difference between

the eiairned inventidn and the prior art is same range or other variabie within the eiairns.

. . . [and] in such a situatidn, the appiieant must show that the partieuiar range is critieai,

generaiiy by showing that the ciairned range achieves unexpected resuits reiative to the

prior art range." (citations emittedii.

Attached as Exhibit A is a copy of the inventor's Deciaratien that was submitted

August 2Q, 2938 in the parent appiicatidn US. 11/628,933. Leaking at independent

eiairn t, the eiainted inventien requires that the entire shank be neat~treated at a

temperature from 496°C up to but not eduei td the meiting point at the titanium aiidy.

-13-
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independent oiairn 1? requires heatmtreating the entire shank at a temperature from

475% to 525°C.

The inventor‘s Deoiaration describes oomparative tests of two groups of heat—treated

tiies, that is, a first group ottites heat—treated at 3?5°C for 1% hours and a second group

of tiies heat—treated at 50G°C for 1% hours. The first group was heat—treated at a

temperature (375“(3) outside of the eiairned temperature range in independent eiaims t

and 1?, and the second group was heat~treated at a temperature (500°C) within the

oiairned range in independent otairns 1 and ti".

The inventors Deoiaration expiains that the anguiar detieotion was signitieantiy

iarger tor the tiies heat—treated at 530°C, that the cystic fatigue data demonstrate the

remarkahie property of passive tiexiioiiity in the tiies heat—treated at 58Q°C compared to

the flies heat—treated at 375°C, that the torque data indicates that the heat did not

degrade the metai in the tiies heat~treated at 500°C, and that the bend test data shows

that the tiies heat—treated at 530°C have improved tiexihiiity compared to the fiies heat“

treated at 3?5°t3. Thus, heat treatment within the oiairneo range was oritioai to

improving the beneficiai properties of the endodontio instruments.

Looking at Saehdeva, the heat treatment was not undertaken on the entire shank

as recited in independent oiairns t and 1?. Nothing in Saehdeva suggests the oritioaiity

ot the temperature range of independent oiairns ’t and 17 or that the oiairned

temperature range is oritieai when heat~treating an entire shank of an instrument.

Attached as Exhibit B is Zineiis et at, “The effect of thermai treatment on the

resistance of niokeiatitaniurn rotary tiies in oyeiie fatigue", Orai Surgery, Orai Medicine,

Orai Pathoiogy, Qrai Radioiogy, Endodontoiogy, 200?;103:343—84?. This artioie

-11-
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provides further evidence that the oiaimed range is oritioai. The iater independent work

of Zineiis et ai. shows in Figure 3 at page 845 that there is a critian temperature range

for the thermai treatment of niokei—titanium fiies in order to improve oyoiic fatigue.

Therefore, others in the inventor°s 'tieid, working after the effective fiiing date of the

present appiieation, have confirmed that there is a oritieai range for heat treatment.

Another Citation is Phukaoiuan, A. et at, entitied “Effect of Ni—oontent on

meehanieai and transformation behavior of NiTi shape memory aiioys for orthodontics

appiioations” a paper presented at the first TSi‘v’iE internationai conference on

mechanicai engineering, 29—22 October, 2313 (Exhibit C}. Phukaoiuan, A, etai. states

that “[fior the aiioy heat treat at 6012} degrees C, infiuenoes of reduction ratio can not be

observed, since this temperature (600“ C) is higher than the aiioy reerystaiiization

temperature which is about 5430463042)” C.” The Zineiis and Phukaoiuan references were

aii pubiished after the effective fiiing date of the present appiieation by authors that the

present inventor does not know.

Therefore, evidence in inventor‘s Deoiaration, and the Zineiis and Phukaoiuan

references (which were aii pubiished after the effective fiiing date of the present

appiieation) confirm that the partiouiar temperature range of independent eiaims t and

i7 is oritieai. The Appiioant respectfuiiy submits that any prima facie case of

obviousness based on Sachdeva has been rebutted by the above showing of the

oritioaiity of the eiaimed temperature range of amended independent eiaims t and t?

W

Ciaims 122, 4—18 and 20 are heiieved to he in condition for aiiowanoe. Shouid

any issues remain outstanding, the Examiner is invited to contact the undersigned at the

-12-
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teiephene number appearing betew if such weutd advance the preseeutten etthis

eppiieettem

Ne fees are beiieved to be neeeedn if edditienet fees are heeeee, eiease charge

them to Deposit Account No. 1?—0055.

Respeettuiiy submitted,

Neiti HK Luebke

Dated: Auust 28 2011 By: [Richard T. Roche!
Richard T“ Roche

Registratien Ne. 38,599

Queries and Brady LLP
411 East Wiseensin Ave.

Miiweukee, Wt 532632

(414) 2??*5805

 

14194288
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EXHEBETA

Docket Number: ‘i’i520700002

EN THE UNTTET} STATES PATENT ANT} TRATTEETTARK GFFEGE

Appiicant: Netti H. Ldebke

Appiieatidn No: 11/028,933

Fiiing Date: {December 7’, 2006

Titie: {DENTAL AND tvti-EDieAL ENSTRUMENTS COMPRiSiNG Ti'i'ANiUM

Art Unit: 4100

Examiner: Matthew M. Neison

DECLARATiON UNDER 37 CFR. t.’i32

Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Aiexandria, Virginia 22313—1450

“i. i am the named inventor for the above—identified patent appiication,

2. i seieeted endodontie tites from the same tot end same type of instrument.

The tiies were niekei—titanidm (NiTi) rotary instruments with a 2% taper.

:3. chere working according to my direotiens heat treated a first group of

these tiies at 335°C tor 1% hours and heat treated a second group of these 'iiies at

500%; for “it/ii hours.

4. Others working according to my directions tested the heat treated tiies

using the ADA/ANSE Standard #28 and i330 36304 tests for torque, anguiar deflection

and bending. i performed a eyeiic fatigue test that has not yet been approved as a

-1“
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standard test in either ESQ er AQA/‘ANSE, but both working groups have been asking for

e prepeset for this test to be inetuded as a standard.

5. When perferrning these tests on endedentie fiiee, ene teeke fer torque

data that is simiiar because this indicates that the neat did not degrade the metat in the

instrument. Fer better enddddntic fiie performance. one ieeks for an increased number

in engeier deflection, e tewer gn1=em number in the bend test, and e higher number in

eyetie fatigue that demonstrates the preperty et passive iiexibiiity.

E3. The test resuits (rt = 5) are shown in the iiiustretidns betew,

iiiustretien ’i

 

Terqee at Feitere

00.000 777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777

50.000 

 
 

 

40.000 i VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV
I 375 degrees

E .
1.3 3

39.330 . i 3

g? i
20.000

10.000  
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iiéustretien 2

finguier Befiectien at F’eiiure

iii-’5 =::1egreee C

500 degrees C. 
iiiustretion 3

Bend Test

375 degrees C

500 degrees (3

average
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iiidstration 4

Cyetie Fatigue

4 T77777777777777777777777 777777"#655?777777#4ng 7 7777777777777777777777777777777777777W
4000

3000
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000 ‘

000

13% degrees C
 

1 1500 degrees CRetattehsteicatiure 
F. in iiiustratien 1 above, the torque data is simiiar fer the endedentie tiies

which indicates that the heat did i’iOt‘ degrade the metai in the tiies heat treated at

593°C. As noted in item 5 above, the ahgdiar deflection is preterabiy target in

endodontio tiies and in these tests as graphed in tiiustration 2, the anguiar deflection

was signifieantiy iarger for the tiies heat treated at 5Q0°€3, on average 136% better than

the tiiee heat treated at 3?5°C. in the bend test data of iiiustratien 3, the smaiier the gm

em number, the mere fiexihie the fiie. This bend test data shew that it is significant

between the two temperatures, ie, the tiies heat treated at 560°C have improved

tiexihiiity compared to the fiies heat treated at 3?5°C. The eyeiie fatigue data of

iiidstratien 4 demonstrate the remarkahie property of passive tiexihiiity in that the

numbers for the tiies heat treated at 530%; are significahtiy iarger than the fiies heat

treated at 375m,

-4“
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EXHEBET 8
Vol. 1'03 No. 6 June 2007

at .tttcdlclne * '
R. idiot 

ENBGQQNYQA'LQflY Editor: Lorz W. Spelt/atelier?

The effect of thermal treatment on the resistance of nickel"

titanium rotary tiles in cyclic fatigue

Spires Zinelis, PhD.“ l‘v’lyrsini Darahara, BEng,b 'l‘oshiyuhi 'l‘altasc, liEngf

Kaoru Oganc. BEng.° and George D. Papadiniitriou. Phi);l Athens, Greece
UNlVERSl'l‘Y OF A'l'llENS

,.

Objective. The purpose Ht
resistance 0‘ a nickeltitanium (

 

 
ll) engirte—driven endodontic

this study/ was to determine the effect of various thermal treatments on the fatigue
tlie.

Study design. Fifteen groups 3 files each of iSO 30 and taper .04 tested in this study. The cutting tip (3 mm
from the end) of files from iii grc
400°C Ll'illoC, 470°C, 42’ ) -' V 440°C, 450°C, 475
' , ence. ll _

  

 

 
 

files were placed in a device that allowed the instruments to he i

'ips were heat treateoi for 30 minutes in temperatures 250°C, 300°C, 350°C, 375°C,

QC, 500°C, and 550°C, respectively, While i group was used 
ted for rotating bending fatigue

 

inside an artificial root canal. The number of rotations to breakage was recorded tor each file. The mean values of all

groups statistically analyzed using l—way analysis of variance and Student Newman Keuls multiple comparison
test at at = .05.

Results. 430°C and 440°C groups showed the highest values, with fatigue resistance decreasing for thermal

treatment at lower and higher temperatures This may be the result of metallurgical changes during annealing
Conclusion. ‘Within the limitations of the iow sampie size and the specific instrument size tested, it appears that the

appropriate therrnai treatment may significantly increase the fatigue resistance of the Nili fire tested. (Ural Sturg Oral
Med Oral l’athoi Oral Radiol Endod 2697;103:8433)

Nickel—titanium (Ni’l‘i) alloy has been used in cndodon—
ties for about 2 decades. it was introduced to facilitate

instrumentation of curved root canals. Although Ni'l'i

tiles showed increased flexibility compaer with stain-

less steel counterparts. the unexpected fracture during

mechanical preparation of root canals still remains a

problem!“3 lt has been reported that rotary Ni'l'i instru~

ments more prone to intracanal fracture compared

S"learner. Department of Biomaterials. School of Dentistry. Univer»
sity of Athens.
bl‘ricsearch Associate. Phi) candidate. Laboratory of Physical Metal-
lurgy. School of M ning and Metallurgy Engineering. National Tech—
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with stainless steel hand instruments.3 These uncx~

pcctcd fractures occur without any visible changes to

the instruments. such as permanent defect or deforma—
tion.m

it is Widely accepted that the fracture of engine

driven Nirl‘i instruments is associated with the fatigue

mechanism mainly due to cyclic loading, although

some recent studies based on clinically failed instru—

ments implied that fracture occurs due to a sudden

overload ratl er than a progressive fatigue process.3 in

any case. the mechanical properties of NiTi alloys

associated with fatigue resistance in the torn er n och--

anism or the fracture strength in the latter play an

important role on the fracture susceptibility under clin~
ical conditions.

However. the mechanical as well as the shape incrn~

ory and superclastic properties of endodontic files are

strongly dependent on the thermomcchanical process—

ing history of Ni'l‘i alloys through the manufacturing

process], Although the exact thermomcchanical history

of Ni'l‘i wires used for the production of cndodontic

843
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l. illustration of the thermal treatment process. The tip
of the instrument is heat treated under a constant flow of hot

air while the rest is immersed in a water bath,

is proprietary, typical processing of superelastic

Ni'l'i-hased wires includes vacuum casting of an ingot

and hot forging, rolling, and drawing followed by a heat:

treatment. The Ni’l‘i alloys are usually heat treated

between 4500C and 550° 1, in air or inert atmosphere

furnaces, to ohtain superelastic or shape memory prop-v

erties and to achieve the appropriate balance of me-

chanical properties for the application?)
Nickel-titanium wires are provided by the tnanufac-v

turer in a cold—worked sta e (known also as drawn or

rolled“) in cases where further mechanical and/or ther—

nial treatment might take place, because cold—worked

microstiuctures demonstrate ductility, facilitating

the grinding process? lt is assumed that the same

procedure is followed for the production of Ni'l’i instru—

ments, they are produced exclusively by CAD/CAM

manufacturing processes? Therefore, it is expected that
the endodontic instrument manufacturers supplied

the NiTi alloys in the cold~worl< state. The composition

of alloy used to construct endodontic instruments is

56% wt Ni 44% wt Ti, according to the information

provided by one manufacturer (Dentsply, Maillefer ln~

sttuinents SA, Ballaigues, Elwitrerlandi);S the same is
true for other manufacturers of endodontic files, based

on unpublished data by energy—dispersive x-ray micro~

analysis by our research group. For Ni'l‘i alloys with the

aforementioned elemental composition, the fracture

strength of l723 MPa and 7 % elongation after fracture

in the cold—worked drawn state are changed to l378

lVlPa and l5%, respectively, after heat treatment?

Previous studies”14 have already proved that addi-v
tional thermal treatments significantly modify the me—

chanical and superelastic properties of Ni’l‘i files, im—

plying that: the assumption that NiTi files are

manufactured by fully cold~worl<ed alloys is right. in
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Fig. 2,. Experimental setup :‘or the evaluation ol rotation to
breakage the nickel—titanium instruments.

this perspective, the aim of this study was to evaluate

the effect of thermal treatment on the fatigue resistance

of a commercially available engine—driven NiTi file.

MATEREAL AND METHODS

Fifteen sets of 5 endodontic NiTi tiles each (NR’l‘,

l‘v'lani lnc., 'l'ochigidfien, Japan) of lSO 30 and taper .04

(Lot nu mher 5040677600) were selected for this study,

The tips (5 mm from the cutting tip) of files from lr-l

sets were heat treated for 30 minutes in temperatures
2500C, 3000C, 350%), 3750C, 4000C, 4100C, 4200C,

4250C, 430%), 440°C, 4500C, 4750C, 5000C, and

550°C, respectively. One set was used as a reference.

The tip of each tile was heat treated by a hot air device

(Weldy hot air tool, l‘v’lalcom Hot Air Systems, An—

doyer, MA), whereas the rest of the tile remained

immersed in water illustrated in Fig. l. The pro—

cessed pieces were cooled to room temperature. Then,

the files were placed in a specific device that allowed

the instruments to he tested in rotating—bending position

inside a guide that had the form of an artificial root

canal engraved on tl e surface of 2 hard-s eels pins (Fi

’2). 'lhe instruments were rotated inside the artificial

canal with a S-mm “pending are of curvature at a con~

stant speed of 200 rpm. The number of rotations to

breakage recorded for each file and the mean
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Table 5. Mean values and standard deviations of num—

her of rotations to break“ ge of nickel-titanium files for

all groups tested

Number of rotations
Aoin r fem Jeremie to break”

430°C
440°C
425°C
4: 10°C
4200c
400°C
450°C
375°C

Reference
550°C

 
*Results are sorted in dc ‘ sing order of mean values.
l‘Means with same SNK (Student Keuls) gonping letter are
not significantly ditferent (P > .05).

 

values of all groups were statistically analyzed using
l--wav analysis of variance and Student Newman Kettls.. J

multiple comparison test at a = .05.

RESULTS

Table l shows the results of number of rotations to

brealrage for each groups sorted in decreasing order.

According to the statistical analysis, the group at 430le

showed the highest number of rotations to

with statistical significance differences with all groups

except that of 440°C. Fractures of all specimens oc—

curred within the dellected part of the tile. Fig. 3

illustrates the alteration of rotation to breakage in rela-

tion to the annealing temperature. The reference group

was set at room temperature. The number of rotations

to breakage was found to increase from the reference

group to the group of 4393C and 440°C and then to

decrease again until the group of 5500C.

DESCUSSEON

According to the results of this study the fatigue

resistance of files was found to steadily increase from

the as received State to 4493C annealing temperature

and then to decrease again up to 5500C. 'l'he explana~
tion of this behavior is associated with the thermome—

chanical processing and the subsequent metallurgical
alterations.

When metals and alloys are rolled or forged or

to wire such as in this case, they work harden, or strain

harden. Cold-worked alloys demonstrate increased

hardness but with decreased ductility. This is attrihuted
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lug. 3. The curve shows the alteratiot l‘ number ot‘rotati ins
o

to breakage in relation to the annealing temperature, demon—
strating the maximum value at 430°C.

to the fact that cold working significantly increases the

dislocation (defects in crystal structure) density.15 Al—
though the presence of dislocations in a crystalline

material such alloy is essential for plastic deforma-

tion, the overgrowth of dislocation density induced by

cold working has the inverse effect, decreasing the

ductility of the alloys. This is appended to the fact that

each dislocation produces a strain lield, hindering the

sliding of adjacent dislocations.)5 Annealing through
thermal treatment gives the atoms enough thertnal en-

ergy to rearrange themselves in the lattice under the

driving force of this strain energy in a process ltnown as

rect'wery. After the rearrangement of dislocations, the

total strain energy is significantly lowere' and the in—

terrtal stresses are released with subsequent changes in

strength and ductility. The next process is recrystalli~

zation, which occurs in higher temperatures than recov—

ery, whereas new grains nucleate and grow until the

Whole structure consists of undeformed grainsds After
this process, the dislocation density returns to its initial

value and the same happens for the strength and due--

tarry.

The maximum fatigue resistance for the 440°C group

tnight be explained by the fact that recovery of NiTi

cold-worked alloys is commonly taking place"7 within
the range of 450°C to 5500C. The progressive attenu—

ation of dislocation density from the as received state to

the 4493C annealing temperature state signilicantly de—

creases the brittleness,7 enhancing the resistance to the
crack propagation mechanism and thus the fatigue

strength. However, the aforementioned approach can—

not explain the decrease of fatigue resistance heyond

4500C, as the dislocation’s density is steadily decreased

tln'ough annealing at higher temperatures. A significant

insigltt in the metallurgical al erations of cold-worked

NiTi alloys is given liy the work of Frich et al.. 2005.”
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The microstructure of cold—worked Ni'l‘i alloys consists

of a large dislocation density \ ch as residual mar-v

tensite in an austenitic matrix. During heat treatin the

microstructure is changed by 2 antagonistic mecha~

nisms: precipitate growth of Ni:.'l‘i_,, and dislocation

annihilation. Precipitate growth of Nthb4 is also ef

tive at stopping dislocation sliding, as does a large

dislocation density in cold-worked structures. Although

ductility is progressively increased through attenuation

of dislocation density, the precipitation process during

annealing has the inverse effect by hindering disloca—

tion motion. According to the results of this study, e

temperature range of 4300C to 440°C is the optimum

for the specific alloy, and for its thermomechanical

treatment, in obtaining the maximum fatigue resistance.

Of course, thermal treatment delinitely has an effect on

characteristic transformation temperatures (Af, As,

and Mt”)7 of this alloy, but the evaluation of this phe-v
nomenon is beyond the aim of this study.

The justification for heat treating only the tip of the
files is also associated with the alterations of mechan~

ical properties after thermal treatment. lntracanal frac-

ture of endodontic instruments is commonly observed

within the lirst one third of its length.2’]6 The increase
in fatigue resistance through the aforementioned mech—
anism associated with the release of residual strain is

followed by a significant decrease in hardness, affect—

ing the cutting ability of these instruments. A previous

study made on Profile files showed that recrystalliza~

tion followed hy a tremendous decrease in hard--
ness—from 475 in the as received state to Vielrers

Hardness (VlrlN)»»»»»-a value approaching the hardness of

fully annealed NiTi alloys (200 VHle used for non--

dental applications}0 Therefore, the constraint of the
thermal treatment effect only in the tip region increases

the fatigue resistance at the fracture—sensitive area, re—

taining the maximum cutting ability to the rest of the
file.

Of course, the results of this study are appended only

to the tested files. llowever, previous studies“; showed
that commercially available endodontic files have hard--

ness values (HE/200: l’roFile = 45ft. Ergoflex K = will),

lleroti42 = 376, llyflex X~File = 37l) close to the

tested files in the as received condition (1465 Vll‘N), and

much higher than those of the fully annealed state (200

VHN),17 denoting that endodontic files are manufac—
tured from cold—worked Ni'l‘i wires. This is also advo~

cated by the fact that Prolhle instruments of the same

size and taper r’_number 30, taper .04) demonstrate com--

parable cycles to failure (Si? : 52?9 when tested with
the tested tiles in the reference group (rotations to

brealrage 936 ::t: l36). Of course, differences in hard—

ness among the aforementioned materials are appended

to variations to their thermomeclranical history—which
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of course remains unknown for each product»»»»~whereas

variations in cycles to failure may also be attributed to

the geometric differences between ProFile and Matti
NRT instruments. This means that heat treatment can

be applied to all endodontic tiles to modify their me

chanical properties.

The results of rotation to breakage are indicative of

the mechanical properties of the alloy and definitely
cannot be used as a safe limit to avoid fracture under

clinical conditions. This is the reason for applying the

technique for only l instrument size. in addition, the

quantitative differences in fatigue resistance between

thermal~treated reference groups cannot be extrapolated

to other commercially available endodontic instruments

due to differences in geometric features, as well as in

the thermomechanical history of NiTi alloy.

Recent studies”;6 based on clini :ally fractured NiTi

instruments reported that fracture occurs due to a single

overloading under torsion, tensile, or bending-loading

conditions (the combination of all the aforementioned

loading is also very possible), rathe' than a fatigue

mechanism. Given that the fracture strength signifi-

:antly decreased after thermal treatment (from l72'3 to

l3'78 l‘v’lPaC),7 it is expected that the instrument will be

more susceptible to fracture. lloweve ', the decrease in

fracture strength is followed by an increase in ductility

(from 7%--l5%), enhancing the fracture toughness of

the alloy. Generally, this means that the alloy might be

more susceptible to the initiation of plastic deformation

but more resistant to separation. ln any case, this is only

a speculation, and thus the hehavior of thermal-tr'eated

NiTi instruments in this failure. mechanism, together

with the possible adverse. effect on the cutting ability of

endodontic instruments, requires further analysis to op-

timize the effect of thermal treatment: on the efficacy of

engine-driven NiTi instruments. Although the current

results definitely show a trend for fatigue resistance,

manufacturers should modify the parameters of the

thermal treatment (i.e., temperature, time portion of

instrument subjected to heat treatment) a :cording to the

thernrorn achanical history of NiTi alloy used, as well as

the clinical demands to optimize the effect of thermal
treatment on Ni'l‘i instruments.

Although the thermomechanical history of Ni'l‘i in~

struments still remains unknown, the results of this

study show that the mechanical properties of such in~

struments can be effectively modified by thermal treat—

ment. However, the application of heat treatment can

significantly vary for different commercial products

due to differences in their thermomeclranical history.

Therefore, thermal treatment can be used to increase

the in vivo performance of Nirl‘i instruments, modifying

the mechanical properties that have crucial implication
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on the cutting and failure mechanisms encountered
under clinical conditions.

CQNCEMSEONS

The results suggest that fatigue resistance of the

tested Ni’l‘i insti'uriients may be significantly enhanced

by the appropriate heat treatment.
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Abstract

'i'hi study aims to investigate the ethct of hit-content on mechanicai properties and
U:

transformation behavior of NiTi shape memory alioys for Litiiizihg as orthodontic wires. NiTi binary aiioys

with Ni~content ranging from 50 to 51 at% were prepared. The specimens were coid—roiieo' with

percentage reduction of 10. 20 and 30%, respectively. Then they were heat treated at 400°C and 600°C

for 3,60%, respectively. The resuits show that transformation temperatures strongiy depend on Ni—

content, i.e., transformation temperatures rapidly decrease with the increase of hit-content. Moreover

transformation temperature decreases with the increase of coid—roiling reduction ratio. However. the

higher is the reduction ratio, the superelastic properties become more evidentiy. Further heat treatment

temperature 490°C provides specimens with better properties compared to those of 600°C. The resuits

obtained can be to determine optimum composition of him aiioy to be used as orthodontic

wires.

Keywords: orthodontic wires, Ni—content. Reduction ratio

1.3ntroduction resistance, as wait as good mechanicai

him was introduced to be used in properties and biocompatihiiity. NiTi aiioy are

ciinicai orthodontic for ieveiihg phase in 19713}. wiio'iy used in ciinicai orthodontics since their

The physicai properties of nickei-titanium aiio_' supereiasticity property gives continuous and

have severai advantages over precious metals light forces transmitted to the dentition over a

and Stai'iiess steer aiioys have long activation period. resuiting in a desirable

extraordinary properties: shape memory etht biological response [2—4]. The reiative aiioy

and superelasticity with excellent corrosion composition of martensite and aListenite is a
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 as:

function of mechanical stress and ambient

temperature. Some key characteristics of

superelastic nickel-titanium may show

exceptional temperature sensitivity {5—7}. Small

chemicai composition variations can produce

significa modifications of such behavior, which

can he anaiyzed considering variation of the

start or' martensltic transformation (MS)

temperature {8—9}. The properties of NiTi can be

modified to a great extent by judicious choice of

composition, coid work and heat treatment. This

study wiil he a preiiminary wor to fabricate of

aiioy sampies.

The purpose of this study is to evaluate

the chemicai composition, mechanicai properties

and phase transformation behavior of the

fabricated hear equiatomic alloy sampies.

The influence of degrees of cold—rotting and heat

treatment temperatures will be discussed in

order to further develop NiTi alloy used in

orthodontics.

2. Experimental procedure

2.1 Materials

The raw materials used commercial

grade with high purity; nickel 99.9% and titanium

99.8%. The targeted composition for each

sample is equiatomic NiTl alloy (50—51 at.% Ni).

nickel and titanium were cleaned in the

acid (HF:HNO3:H2O, 5:4:1) and then rinsed by

acetone to remove surface grease and oxide

bei’ore meiting.

2.2 Matting method

A conventional Vacuum Arc Reumeitihg

technique argon atmosphere was empioyed.

After charging the constituent element in crucibie
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Figl-(a), the furnace was purged with argon at

pressure or' G.3~O.5 par. Melting of the raw

eiements was performed with arc rotation torch

created by tungsten eiectrode Figti’b). The ingot

was turned over and re—meited five times to

ensure chemicai homogeneity. The examples of

meited ingot is show in Fig.i(c). Aii melted

ingots were then homogenized at 8000C) for

3600s Fig.1(d).

  
  
\

k .\.\\\ ®

Fig. 1 Sequence of the VAR process: (a) piiling
I

up raw materlais. (in) rotating torch. ic) melted

ingot on a copper crucibie, (o) melted ingot after

homogenized.

2.3 Characterization

ingots were siiced into small plates (1.5

mm. in thickness) using a (ENC wire cutting

machine and then coid—roiled at determined
7

reduction ratio. is, 13% 2%. and 30 ‘70,

respectively. The lubricant used for the roiling

ESQ cut 570A in combination with sodium

strearate soap. After removing oxide iayers and

surface contaminants oh the specimen surfaces

by mechanical polishing, they were anneaied at

400°C and 600°C in heat treatment furnace for

3,60%. The specimens were then cut into

specific by a (INC wire cutting machine.

Specimens used for investigation phase—

transformation behavio were by using.

Differential Scanning Caiorlmeter (DSC). During
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the test temperature was varied in the range of

{50°C to iGOOC with cooiing and heating rate of

'iOOC/min. The hardness of the specimens was

determined by Vickers iviicroharciness tester with

a Vickers diamond tip at room temperature

under a maximum ioad of 500 g. To examine

toad—deflection characteristics of meiteo' NiTi

specimens, a tree-point bending tests using the

instron Universai Testing Machine (ioad oeil

iGC-N) were performed. The span for bending

test was 10 mm. Specimens were ioaded to tiii a

maximum deflection of 1.5 mm and deflection

rate is 5 mm/min. The influences of Ni—oontent

for on the mechanical properties and

transformation behavior of the alioys were then

discussed.

3. Resuits and Sisoussion

3.1 Transformation temperature behavior

The transformation temperatures of NiTi.

Austenetic finish (At) and iViartensitir: start (his)

are criticai factors of their transformation

behavior. The resuits of Af and Ms vaiues

obtained are shown in Tabie ’i. Actuaily, we

intended to make a superelastic NiTi aiioy

having trensitionei temperature iower than oral

temperature. it is generality known this can he

achieved by increasing Ni content over J0 at.%.

From Tabie t, the having nominal

composition of i‘xiisofl'i496 at.% and i\ii5o_5Ti49_4

at.% provides Austenite finished temperature (Af)

set as 425°C and 3200. which are ciosed to oral

temperature.
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Tabie 1 Transformation temperature of the

specimens obtained by DSC

Nominai Transformation

temperature (“6)Composition

(am/ii)

NE5OT'i50 

New} ‘49:; ....................................
N E50.6Ti4$)4

........+........Nina—rue

H034.M2:{‘ng 
tempest-Ito -7 S. 

Fig. 2 Thermographs i‘xii5.;._.ffi496 at.% with

19%, 20% and 30% reductions toiiowed by heat—

treatment at 40000 for 3.800s

Fig. 2 shows the resuits of DSC for

Ni50_,;Ti.-1g_5 at.% with 101 and 30% reductions

foliowed by 400°C heat treatment for 3,600s. it

can be found from the resuit that the peak on

cooiing curve reveais the R-vphese

transformation or the intermediate phase occurs.

This R—phase transformation often occurs when

the aiioys are work—hardened, which also can

occur in niokei—rich NiTi alioys. Further i\ii50_4Ti49_6

at.% does not reveeis supereiasticity properties

at the oral temperature because its Af is higher

than 37°C.
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Moreover. the At temperature of the aiioys

obtained from aii conditions are summarized and

shown in Tabie 2.

Hard:HOW{‘15:};
Tahie 2 'i'rahstormetion temperature of the

specimens with heat-treatment at 400°C for

3.600s obtained by DSC

\.

1 amuse
>522; ' A ‘ “V”

-:~;. ‘

temperature {if}

 2

3 'i'hermogrephs of i‘*ii506'i'i494 at.% with I TmmfmmatiflnNomihei

temperature

()3)

10%, 20% and 30% reductions foiiowed by heat—
Composition % Reduction

(£11570)
treatment at 400°C for 3.600s

Fig. 3 shows the DSC resuit for

txiimfiiiw4 at.% with 10. 20 and 30% reductions

...................................
i......
i.........

foitowed by 400°C heat treatment for

The aiiey has At temperature very closed to oral

temperature as shown previousty. From Fig. 2, i

the higher of the percent reduction is the lower

  .........................+........
and shorter of transformation temperature of

both heating and oooiihg paths are obtained. 32 Viewers hardness test-

This can be impiied that percent reduction has The micro-indentation hardness is

an impact on phase transformation and can be _.measured at the cross—secuonai areas of each

explained that transformation was suppressed by smcimen' Fig. 4 and 5 Shows the
internai due to coid wori . in nther word's, , . . .

L V V reiation between the hardness vaiue (HV) and
the internal structure of the work—hardened . , , . , _

the eotd—roiied reduction ratio, for heat treatment

materiei is corn osed of muiti distoeations . , I \ 0‘ .
p p temperature ot 400 and 600 Q, respectively.

that hinder the phase transformation. Some

works reported that coid~worked NiTi aiioys had flingot

wide trahstoi‘matioi temperature range and the "‘ "Ga/“mm”D 20% reduction
[:1 50% leducnon

peak height was sma . The broadening of the

peak was enhanced by increasing the amount of Hardness(HV)
cote—working reduction percent [10 .L...i  

For the aiioy heat treated at 600°C,
Ni50.4Ti-19 f) Ni50.6Ti4Q.4

intiuehce of reduction ratio can not he observed. Composition (at’E/o)

since this temperature (60090) is higher than the

_ i, . _ , , , , ‘ Fig. 4 Hardness values of Ni'i'i with 10%, 20%
alloy recrysiairzation temperature whroh is aoout

and 30% reductions foiiewed by heat—treatmeht
500-60006 [11]. This resuit confirms that the O

at 400 C for 3000s
dislocation obstructing the phase transformation.
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N150 4TH? 6 NL’SO 6TH?! 4

Composition (311%)

Fig. 5 Hardness values of with 10%, 20%

and 30% reductions followed by heat-treatment

at 600°C for 3,6005;

From 5. 600°C heat treatme

temperature, which is higher than ailey

recrysteiization temperature, dislocations are

eliminated. hen-:e there is no difference between

the hardness value of the specimens undergone

roiling at different reduction ratio.

3.3 Three~point bending test.

Three—point bending tests of the

specimens are conducted at oral temperature or

at 37°C. The resuits shown in Fig. 5 and Fig.

0 for the specimen with different. Composition

for the Nib—0514M at.% with 0%. 20% and 30%

reductions foiiowed by heat treatment at 400°C

for 3600s (Fig. 0). the oompieteiy reverse

stressstrain curve is obtained only for the

reduction ratio of 30%. From Fig. 7 for

at.% aiioj, the compietely reverse transformation

cannot be obtained from any conditions.

This can he explained by the

transformation tempera .tire (At) of the alioy.

Since there is oniy i\ii.V-.O_5Ti49_4 at.% undergone

rotting 30% having At tower than 3700, it

becomes oniy one condition that gives superior
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supereiestio behavior without permanent strain

left after unioading. 
359‘}

3:03

329‘}

E 360-}Ea set:..
Eas 6%}

if}?

203

as ‘
  

Strain its}

Fig. 6 Stress-strain curves for i\ii50_6'i'i49_4 at.%

with 10%, 20% and 30% reductions toiiow by

heat—treatment at 400°C for 3,6005 (tested at

37°C)

3530
 

£103

12 033

303‘)

firmsNPJ}   
“to Strain

Fig. .7 Stress~strain curves for i\ii50_,fi'i4g_6 at.%

with 10%, 20% and 30% reductions toiiow by

heat—treatment at 400C for 3.00st (tested at

37°C)

4. Conclusions

in order to fabricate the NiTi shape

memory aiioy used in orthodontics, three

principie factors, i.e., alioy composition, work

hardening and heat treatment temperature,

affecting the transformation behavior and

meohanicai properties of him snouio' be

effectively determined. The coid work reductioi

higher than 30% tends improve the

supereiestio property of the eiioys. The heat

treatment temperature higher than 60000
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disio-z:ation in unsatisfiedaiiremove

properties of the aiioys. The fraction of Ni at

50.6% in the alloy provides the best mechanica

properties as well as supereiastic behavior to be

used as orthodontic wires.
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Preduet: Argee, Qempreeeed 945634 Date: December 2009

Qraaaér Materéai Safety fiafia Sheet

‘1. Shemieai Prea‘ea Cam paey fiaentifieaiien

Preduct Name: Argen, compressed

'MSDS No. 13-4563"! ___________
fihemieaé NamezAr on 8 me me: Shieicfiin ea: ar an 4C3

Chemieai Famiiy: Rare gas fifireauet Graeee: 4.8 Qxygen Free, 4.8
32ers), 4.8 inductiveiy Ceupied Piasma, 5.5
ETrace Aeaiytéeai, 6,0 Research, Eneustriai

  
Ttade Namea: Argen 

    

ifisaa

Teiephene: Emergeneiee: Leeeaasaeas" {Semeany Name: Praxair, Erie.
GHEMTREC: Lace-azaeaw 39 {Bid Ridgebury Read

Reetiee: 1—8GGwPRAXA5R Danbury, CT 068105113

*Celi emergency numbers 24 heme a day eniy fer spiiia, leaks, fire, expcaure, er aecidenis
invoiving this product. Fer routine infermatien, maniac? yew euppiier, Praxair sales
representative, or calf f—SOO—PRAXAZR {f—8GQ«772~9247).

‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘ H a 2“ ““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““ H  
““ H ‘

CAUTEQNE High—ereaeure gee.

Qae eaeae rapid eefieeatien:

May eaeee eiaaieeee and areweineee.
Seifweeniaieea breathing apparatee ane preteetive eiethiag

may be required by reeeee werkere.
Under ambient eendétiene, teia ie a eeieir'ieeaSe eaerieee,

taeteieee in} with me eaer‘

Q$HA REGBLATQRY STATEJS: Thie materiai is considered hazareeue by the QSHA Hazard

Cemmunicatiene Staneare (29 CPR 1910,1200)“

 
PGTENTEAL HEALYH EFFECTS:

Effects ef a Siegie (Acute) Qwerexpeaure

Enhaiatien. Aephyxfiant. Effects. are due 10 iack ef oxygen. Mederate eeneeetratiena may
cause headache, dreweineas‘ dfizzinese, excitaiien, excess eeiivatien, vemifing. and

unceneeieuenese. Lack of oxygen can kiii.

fikin {tentaet Ne harm expected.

Swaiiewieg. An uniikeiy mute ef expeeure. This product is a gas at nermai {temperature
and pressure.

Eye Centaet. Ne harm exeee’iedu

Effeete 0? Repeated mhrenie} fiverexeeeure. Ne harm expected.

Cepyrighfiéj 1973,1980, 1383. 13854985, 1992, 153%, 20m, 26%, 20%, Page 1 {33‘ 10
Praxair Techneiegy‘ inc.

A31 rights reserved.

i A verfica! fine in the .‘ef? margin indicates revised ar new maferi‘ai.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

10824065

Application Number: 12977625

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number:

Title of Invention: Dental and Medical Instruments Comprising Titanium

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Neill Hamilton Luebke

Customer Number: 26710

Richard T. Roche

Filer Authorized By:

Attorney Docket Number: 115207.00005

Receipt Date: 26-AUG-2011

Filing Date: 23-DEC-2010

Time Stamp: 15:15:58

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC111(a)

 
Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

File Listing:

Document Document Descri tion File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number p Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

4141384

115207_00005_Amd.pdf 8fd9bc85ebd083ed7f13f27020a295d9a715
aSbe
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Multipart Description/PDF files in .zip description

Document Description “

Amendment/Req. Reconsideration-After Non-Final Reject

Applicant Arguments/Remarks Made in an Amendment _
Information:

2298161

Rule 130,131 or 132 Affidavits 115207_00005_Declaration.pd ff30f45cb91c1d065355b79c46e7db0f5a15
5c1f

Information:

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)—(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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PTO/SB/06 (07-06)
Approved for use through 1/31/2007. OMB 0651-0032

US. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paerwork Reduction Act of 1995, no ersons are reuired to resond to a collection of information unless it disla s avalid OMB control number.

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD Aeeiicaiion or Dockei Number Fiiing Date
Substitute for Form PTO—875 12/977,625 12/23/2010 III To be Mailed

APPLICATION AS FILED — PAFIT I OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) SMALL ENTITY IXI OR SMALL ENTITY

FO NUMBER FILED NUMBER EXTRA RATE (515)

I] BAS'C FEE N/A N/A N/A37CFR1.16a, b,or c

I] SEARCH FEE . N/A N/A N/A37CFR1.16k, I,or m

D EXAMINATION FEE
(37 CFR1.16( ), (p), or (q)) N/A N/A

TOTAL CLAIMS I
37 CFR1.16i man8 20:
INDEPENDENT CLAIMS .
37 CFR1.16h m'“U53=

If the specification and drawings exceed 100

DAPPLICATION SIZE FEE sheets of paper, the application size fee due
(37 CFFH 16(8)) Is $250 ($125 for small entity) for each' additional 50 sheets or fraction thereof. See

35 U.S.C. 41 a 1 G and 37 CFR 1.16 3.

El MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT (37 CFR1.16(j))

FEE ($) RATE (35)

N/A

N/A

*

* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter “0" in column 2.

APPLICATION AS AMENDED — PART II
OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY
CLAIMS HIGHEST

ragtime were 223112“AMENDMENT PAID FOR

e 20

1:1 Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))

D FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1.16(j)) -

ADDITIONAL

RATE ($) FEE (SB)'—
Z
LIJ
E
D
Z
LIJ
E
<

XX 6363

CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT ADDITIONAL RATE (3;) ADDITIONALAFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA FEE ($) FEE ($)
AMENDMENT PAID FOR

37 CFR 1.16 I1

[I Application Size Fee (37 CFR1.16(s))

D FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1.16(j)) - OR

- TOTAL

X8; = X8; =

Minus X3; = xx; =AMENDMENT
OR ADD‘L

FEE

* If the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write “0" in column 3. Legal Instrument Examiner.
** If the “Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, enter “20". “ERIC DANTZLER/
*** If the “Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, enter
The “Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest number found in the appropriate box in column 1.

 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.16. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit bythe public which is to file (and by the USPTO to
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering,
preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, US. Patent and Trademark Office, US.
Department of Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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PTOISB/OSa (03-09)
DOC cede: EDS A df th h 0"‘12009 we om 00' ' ‘ ' * -- . rave. our? .mu ‘/3 I". ‘(J .. .13 ~ "1
Doc. eescrmtren: infermetsen Drsciosur’e Statement (EDS) Fried l Patentand Tag);er Ofiicg‘l Dfi‘LPILGQmENT GFP’COMME‘RSE

Under the Paperwer Reduction Act of 1995, m;- fieFSUFi-S are required to respond tr;- a coiiectieri 03' irifermafimi unless it contains a vaiid iii-MB centre} number.

TNFQRMATTQN {TESQLQSURE

STATEMENT BY AQPLTCANT

(Net fer submiesien under 3? CFR 139)

Pagesfioiumnsiines where

Reievant Passages or Reievant

Figures Appear

Examiner: Cite ' Name 01" Patentee 0r Appiicarrt
. . * a a Patent Number .

inrrrai Ne g of Cited Decument

61783438 - - r Noise er al.

20()2—-(37-23

Mofiaci

U.S.PATENT APPLECATEQN PUBLECATEQNS

Pages,Ceiumns,Lines where

Refievant Passages 0r Reievant

Figures Appear

Examiner; Cite . .. Pubiication Name of Patentee or Appiicant
r . a. : : Publicataun Number .

irrrtiai No i Date of cried Beaumeni

Aieise 25!.

2006—0149 Aioise et el.

FQREEGN PATENT QOCUMENTS-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------T------------------------------------v---------------- -------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------.---------------------------------------------------- ----------
I : I

PaoesfieiumnsmnesName 0f Patentee 0r = "
Examiner; Cite Foreign Decument ECountry Kind Pubiicatien . , . r iwhere Reflex/ant

- Appirceni 0E Cited
initiai’“ N0 Number3 Cedefi Passaaes er Reievant

a a E Document ; ._ _ M
' - g Figures Aepear
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Application Number 12977625

Fiiing Date 2010-12-23

NWWWWQSURE
STATEMENT m “mm”?
(Not for submission under 3? CFR 139) V

Examiner Name Matthew Nelson

Attorney Docket Number 11520100005

I I I I
I I I i I

it you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information piease ciicir the Add button

. . lnciude name of the author (in CAPETAL LETTERS), titie of the article (when appropriate), title of the item
Examiner; Cite i F . . _ n . F . _ A . . . . _
initiafiy Na i (hook, magazrne, journal, seriai, syrnposrurn, catalog, etc), date pages(s), voiurne—issue number(s),

publisher, city andfor country where published.

li’ you wish to add additionai non-patent iiterature document citation information oiease elicit the Add button

EXAMENER SEGNATURE

Examiner Signature Date Considered

*EXAMENER: initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 2308. Drew line through a

citation if not in conformance and not considered. inciude copy oir this form with next communication to applicant.

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents {or MPEP 901.04. Enter office that issued the document, by the M0-1ti‘tt81'flhjéf (WEPO
Standard 3173). 3 For Japanese patent documents. t 3 ind ,ation . r' the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the s., .. number of the patent document.
A Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WlPQ Standard ST.16 it possible. 5 Appiicant is to piece a check mark here i'
English language translation is attached.
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Appiication Number 12977625

Fiiing Date 2010-12-23

WWMWSWSURE
STATEMENT m “mm”?
(Not for submission under 3? CFR139) V

Examiner Name Matthew N Nelson

Attorney Docket Number

CERTEFEGATEQN STATEMENT

Piease see 37’ CPR 1.97 and 1.98 to matte the appropriate seiectionis):

That each item of information contained in the information disciosure statement was first cited in any communication

from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign appiioation not more than three months prior to the fiiing of the
information disciosure statement. See 37 CFR ‘i .97(e)(1).

That no itern oi information contained in the information disciosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign appiication, and, to the knowiedge of the person signing the certification

after making reasonabie inquiry, no item oi int’orrnation contained in the information disciosure statement was known to

any individuai designated in ‘3? CFR 1.5603) more than three months prior to the fiiing of the information disciosure

statement. See 37’ CPR 1.97(e)(2).

See attached certification statement.

Fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 to; has been submitted herewith.

None

SEGNATURE

A signature of the appiicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 18.18. Piease see CFR 1.4(d) for the

form of the signature

Signature Richard T. Roche/ Date (YYWni‘v’ii‘v’hDD) 2011-39-12

Name/Print Richard T. Roche Registration Number 385%i

This coiiection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.9.7 and t.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the

puhiic which is to fiie (and by the USPTO to process) an appiioation. Contidentiaiity is governed by 35 USC. 122 and 37 (Si—"R

1.14. This coiiection is estimated to take 1 hour to comoiete, inciuding gathering, preparing and submitting the comoieted

appiication form to the USPTO. Time wiii vary depending upon the individuai case. Any comments on the amount of time you

require to compiete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, shouid be sent to the Chief information Officer, US.

Patent and Trademark Office. US. Department of Commerce, Pf). Box 1450, Aiexandria, VA 22313-1450. [)0 NOT SEND

FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THiS ADDRESS. SENQ TO: Commissioner for Patents, i330. Box 145%, Aiexandria,
VA 22313—145t}.
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of twat (PL. 93—579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the

attached form reiated to a patent appiication or patent. Accordingiy, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, piease be advised

that: (t) the generai authority for the coiiection of this information is 35 USO. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information soiicited

is voiuntary; and (3) the principai purpose for which the information is used by the US. Patent and Trademark Office is to

process and/or examine your submission reiated to a patent appiication or patent. if you do not furnish the requested

information, the US. Patent and Trademark Office may not be abie to process and/or examine your submission, which may

resuit in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the appiication or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form wiii be subject to the foiiowing routine uses:

1. ~the information on this form wiii be treated contidentiaiiy to the extent aiiowed under the Freedom of information Act

(5 USO. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 USO. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disciosed to the

Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of information Act requires disciosure of these record s.

to A record from this system of records may be disciosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a

court, magistrate, or administrative tribunai, inciuding disciosures to opposing counsei in the course of settiement

negotiations.

3. A record in this system of records may be disciosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a

request invoiving an individuai, to whom the record pertains, when the individuai has requested assistance from the

Member with respect to the subject matter of the record

4. A record in this system of records may be disciosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for

the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shaii be required to compiy with the

requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 USC. 552a(m).

o1 A record reiated to an internationai Appiication fiied under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records

may be disciosed, as a routine use, to the internationai Bureau of the Worid inteiiectuai Property Organization, pursuant

to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

8. A record in this system of records may be disciosed, as a routine use, to another tederai agency for purposes of

Nationai Security review (35 USC. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (4-2 U.S.C. 2i8fcii.

/. A record from this system of records may be disciosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, Generai Services, or

his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibiiity to

recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 USC. 2904- and

2906 Such disciosure shaii be made in accordance with the GSA reguiations governing inspection of records for this

purpose, and any other reievant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disciosure shaii not be used to make
determinations about individuais.

8. A record from this system of records may be disciosed, as a routine use, to the pubiic after either pubiication of the

appiication pursuant to 35 USC. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 tit-3.0. 151. Further, a record may be

disciosed, subject to the iimitations of 37 CPR “M4, as a routine use, to the pubiic it the record was fiied in an appiication

which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which appiication is referenced by either a

pubiished appiication, an appiication open to pubiic inspections or an issued patent.

9. A record from this system of records may be disciosed, as a routine use, to a Federai, State, or iocai ithi

enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a vioiation or potentiai vioiation oi' iaw or reputation.
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Docket No.: 115207.00005

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being electronically transmitted to Commissioner for Patents,
PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Date: September 12, 2011 /Richard T. Roche/
Richard T. Roche, Reg. No. 38,599

IN THE UNITED PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant: Neill H. Luebke

Application No.: 12/977,625

Filing Date: December 23, 2010

Title: Dental And Medical Instruments Comprising Titanium

Confirmation No.: 9691

Art Unit: 3776

Examiner: Matthew M. Nelson

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Commissioner For Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

M.P.E.P. § 609.02 notes that "The examiner will consider information which has

been considered by the Office in a parent application when examining: (B) a

divisional application filed under 37 CFR 1.53(b)... . A listing of the information need

not be resubmitted in the continuing application unless the applicant desires the

information to be printed on the patent."

Applicant has reviewed the "Notice of References Cited" in the present

application. The references cited on the attached Information Disclosure Statement

were cited and submitted by the Applicants or Examiner in US. Patent Application No.

11/628,933 (from which the present divisional application claims priority), but did not

show up on the list of "Notice of References Cited" in the present application.

-1-
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Applicants respectfully request that the listed documents be considered by the

Examiner, be made of record in the present application and that an initialed copy of the

Information Disclosure Statement by Applicant be returned in accordance with MPEP §

609.

No fees are believed to be needed. If additional fees are needed, please charge

them to Deposit Account No. 17-0055.

Respectfully submitted,

Neill H. Luebke

Dated: September 12, 2011 By: /Richard T. Roche/
Richard T. Roche

Registration No. 38,599

Quarles and Brady LLP
411 East Wisconsin Ave.

Milwaukee, WI 53202

(414) 277-5805 14470638

-2-
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

International Application Number: —

Title of Invention: Dental and Medical Instruments Comprising Titanium

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Neill Hamilton Luebke

Richard T Roche

Attorney Docket Number: 115207 00005

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC111(a)

 
Payment information:

File Listing:

Document Document Descri tion File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number p Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

Information Disclosure Statement (IDS)
Form (SBOS) Luebke_OOOOS_IDS.pdf 14e8621aa89dde013b4f88d552f05aa77ab

26:16

Information:
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This is not an USPTO supplied IDS fillable form

Luebke_00005_lDS_transmittal

.pdf
Transmittal Letter

f10441I0901ea3701e285f4c30e6ec7ff8fea
0e:

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO. Box 1450
Alexandria1 Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

 
NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND FEE(S) DUE

 
  

26710 7590 09/21/2011

QUARLES & BRADY LLP NELSON, MATTHEWM
411 E. WISCONSIN AVENUE

sunEzmo
MILWAUKEE, WI 53202-4497 3776

DATE MAILED: 09/21/201 1

12/977,625 12/23/2010 \Ieill Hamilton Luebke 115207.00005 9691

TITLE OF INVENTION: DENTAL AND IVIEDICAL INSTRUMENTS COVIPRISING TITANIUM 

APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

YES $0nonprovisional $755 $300 $1055 12/21/2011

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT.
PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS.

THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308.

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS
STATUTORY PERIOD CANNOT BE EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES
NOT REFLECT A CREDIT FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS

PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN THIS APPLICATION (AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURN OF PART B OF THIS FORM
WILL BE CONSIDERED A REQUEST TO REAPPLY THE PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THE ISSUE FEE NOW
DUE.

HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE:

1. Review the SMALL ENTITY status shown above.

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as YES, verify your current If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as NO:
SMALL ENTITY status:

A. If the status is the same, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown A. Pay TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown above, or
above.

B. If the status above is to be removed, check box 5b on Part B - B. If applicant claimed SMALL ENTITY status before, or is now
Fee(s) Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required) claiming SMALL ENTITY status, check box 5a on Part B - Fee(s)
and twice the amount of the ISSUE FEE shown above, or Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required) and 1/2

the ISSUE FEE shown above.

11. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL, or its equivalent, must be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO) with your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b"
of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. If an equivalent of Part B is filed, a
request to reapply a previously paid issue fee must be clearly made, and delays in processing may occur due to the difficulty in recognizing
the paper as an equivalent of Part B.

111. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to
Mail Stop ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary.

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of
maintenance fees. It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due.

Page 1 of 3
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE
Commissioner for Patents
PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
or m (571)-273-2885

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed where

appropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address asin icated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS" formaintenance fee notifications.

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Use Blocklfor any change of address) Note: A certificate of mailin can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certi icate cannot be used for any other accompanying

fiapers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, mustave its own certificate of mailing or transmission.

 
 
  

26710 7590 09/21/2011

QU & BRADY LLP Certificate of Mailing or Transmission
I hereby certify that this Fee(s) Transmittal is being deposited with the United

41 1 13- WISCONSIN AVENUE States Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class mail in an envelope
SUITE 2040 addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above, or being facsimile

MILWAUKEE, WI 53202_4497 transmitted to the USPTO (571) 273—2885, on the date indicated below.
(Depositor's name)

(Signature)

(Date)

12/977,625 12/23/2010 \Ieill Hamilton Luebke 115207.00005 9691

TITLE OF INVENTION: DENTAL AND MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS COVIPRISING TITANIUM 

APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

YES $0nonprovisional $755 $300 $1055 12/21/2011

NELSON, MATTHEW M 3776 433— 102000

1. Change of correspondence address or indication of "Fee Address" (37
CFR 1.363).

3 Chan e of correspondence address (or Change of Correspondence
Address orm PTO/SB/ 122) attached.

3 "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form
PTO/SB/47; Rev 03—02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer
Number is required.

2. For printing on the patent front page, list  
(1) the names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys
or agents OR, alternatively,

(2) the name of a single firm (having as a member a 2
registered attorney or agent) and the names of up to
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If no name is 3
listed, no name will be printed.

 

   
3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type)

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below, the document has been filed for
recordation as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment.

(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : '3 Individual '3 Corporation or other private group entity '3 Government

4a. The following fee(s) are submitted: 4b. Payment of Fee(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above)
3 Issue Fee 3 A check is enclosed.

3 Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) 3 Payment by credit card. Form PTO—2038 is attached.

3 Advance Order — # of Copies 3 The Director is hereby authorized to charge the required fee(s), any deficiency, or credit any
overpayment, to Deposit Account Number (enclose an extra copy of this form).

5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)

:I a. Applicant claims SMALL ENTITY status. See 37 CFR 1.27. :I b. Applicant is no longer claiming SMALL ENTITY status. See 37 CFR 1.27(g)(2).

  
NOTE: The Issue Fee and Publication Fee (if required) will not be accepted from anyone other than the applicant; a registered attorney or agent; or the assignee or other party in
interest as shown by the records of the United States Patent and Trademark Office.

Authorized Signature Date
  

 
Typed or printed name Registration No.
 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is re uired to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process)
an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. T is collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and
submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will v de endin upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete
this form and/or su gestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to e Cfiief In ormation Officer, US. Patent and Trademark Office, US. Department of Commerce, PO.
Box 1450, Alexan ria, Virginia 22313—1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, PO. Box 1450,
Alexandria, Virginia 22313—1450.
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO. Box 1450
Alexandria1 Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE F {ST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

 
 
  

 12/977,625 12/23/2010 \Ieill Hamilton Luebke 115207.00005 9691

26710 7590 09/21/2011

QUARLES & BRADY LLP NELSON, MATTHEW M
411 E. WISCONSIN AVENUE

SUITE2040
MILWAUKEE, WI 53202-4497 3776

DATE MAILED: 09/21/201 1

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)

(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustment to date is 0 day(s). If the issue fee is paid on the date that is three months after the

mailing date of this notice and the patent issues on the Tuesday before the date that is 28 weeks (six and a half

months) after the mailing date of this notice, the Patent Term Adjustment will be 0 day(s).

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above—identified application, the filing date that

determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information Retrieval

(PAIR) WEB site (http://pair.uspto.gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of

Patent Legal Administration at (571)—272—7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be

directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at 1—(888)—786—0101 or (571)—272—4200.

Page 3 0f 3
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (PL. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with

your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to

the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (l) the general authority for the collection of this

information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the

principal purpose for which the information is used by the US. Patent and Trademark Office is to process

and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the

requested information, the US. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine

your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or

expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom

of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of

records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these

records is required by the Freedom of Information Act.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting

evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel

in the course of settlement negotiations.

. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress

submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has

requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency

having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be

required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5

U.S.C. 552a(m).

. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this

system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World

Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for

purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy

Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator,

General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of

that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records management practices and

programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance

with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant

(i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about
individuals.

. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either

publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35

U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a

routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in

which the proceedings were terminated and which application is referenced by either a published

application, an application open to public inspection or an issued patent.

. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local

law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or

regulation.
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Application No. Applicant(s)

12/977,625 LUEBKE, NEILL HAMILTON

Notice Of Examiner Art Unit

MATTHEW NELSON 3776

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS |S (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

1. IX This communication is responsive to 8/26/2011.

2. [I An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on ; the restriction
requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

3. I] The allowed claim(s) is/are

4. I] Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119( )-(d) or (f).

a) I] All b) I] Some* c) [I None of the:

1. I:I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2. I:I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3. I:I Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2( )).

* Certified copies not received:

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE “MAILING DATE” of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application.
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE.

5. [I A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION must be submitted. Note the attached EXAMINER’S AMENDMENT or NOTICE OF
INFORMAL PATENT APPLICATION (PTO-152) which gives reason(s) why the oath or declaration is deficient.

6. El CORRECTED DRAWINGS (as “replacement sheets”) must be submitted.

(a) I] including changes required by the Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review ( PTO-948) attached

1) El hereto or 2) I] to Paper No./Mai| Date

(b) I] including changes required by the attached Examiner’s Amendment / Comment or in the Office action of

Paper No./Mai| Date

Identifying indicia such as the application number (see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawings in the front (not the back) of
each sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as such in the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d).

7. El DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiner’s comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Attachment(s)

1. El Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 5. El Notice of Informal Patent Application

2. El Notice of Draftperson‘s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) 6. El Interview Summary (PTO-413),
Paper No./Mai| Date .

3. El Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08), 7. I] Examiner‘s Amendment/Comment
Paper No./Mai| Date

4. I] Examiner‘s Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 8. X Examiner‘s Statement of Reasons for Allowance
of Biological Material

9. D Other

/TODD E. MANAHAN/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3776

 
US. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-37 (Rev. 03-11) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mai| Date 20110907
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Application/Control Number: 12/977,625 Page 2

Art Unit: 3776

DETAILED ACTION

1. Amendment filed on 8/26/2011 is acknowledged.

Response to Amendment

2. The declaration under 37 CFR 1.132 filed 8/26/2011 in addition to the

amendment to claim 1 is sufficient to overcome the previous rejections.

Allowable Subject Matter

3. Claims 1-2, 4-18, 20 allowed.

The following is an examiner’s statement of reasons for allowance: 3 method for

manufacturing a titanium alloy endodontic instrument having a shank with cutting edges

by heat treating the entire shank at a temperature from 400 degrees Celsius up to but

not equal to the melting point of the titanium alloy in an atmosphere consisting

essentially of a gas unreactive with the shank (this temperature range and environment

has been shown to be critical in providing distinguishing shape memory qualities along

the entire length of the shank from the prior art, which teaches heat treatment at

temperatures outside this range, treatment only to the tips of devices, and without the

described atmosphere) was neither taught nor suggested by the prior art as a whole,

either alone or in combination, and in combination with the elements set forth in the

claims..

Any comments considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no later

than the payment of the issue fee and, to avoid processing delays, should preferably
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Application/Control Number: 12/977,625 Page 3

Art Unit: 3776

accompany the issue fee. Such submissions should be clearly labeled “Comments on

Statement of Reasons for Allowance.”

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to MATTHEW NELSON whose telephone number is

(571 )270-5898. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday 7:30am-

5:OOpm EDT.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, please contact

the examiner’s supervisor, Todd Manahan, at (571) 272-4713. The fax phone

number for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571 -

273-8300.

If there are any inquiries that are not being addressed by first contacting

the Examiner or the Supervisor, you may send an email inquiry to

TC37GOmWorkgroumemInquirics@usptdgby.
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Application/Control Number: 12/977,625 Page 4

Art Unit: 3776

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

/MMN/

/TODD E. MANAHAN/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3776
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under
Reexamination

SearCh NOTES 12977625 LUEBKE, NEILL HAMILTON

Examiner Art Unit

MATTHEW NELSON 3776

SEARCHED
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SEARCH NOTES
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Search request from Jermie Cozart for 29 and 148 and George 9/7/2011 MN
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INTERFERENCE SEARCH
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lnciude name of the author (in CAPETAL LETTERS), titie of the article (when appropriate), title of the item
Examiner; Cite =

(hook, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), voiurne—issue number(s),

“mags N9 publisher, city andfor country where published.

li’ you wish to add additional non-patent iiterature document citation information please ciicit‘ the Add button

EXAMENER SEGNATURE

Examiner Signature I/Mafihew Neigonl/ Date Considered 19/17/291 1

*EXAMENER: initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 2308. Drew line through a

citation if not in conformance and not considered. inciude copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at mt _or MPEP 901.04. Enter office that issued the document, by the two-vietter code (WEPO
Standard 3173). 3 For Japanese patent documents. the indication r'the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the seriat number of the patent document.
A Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WlPQ Standard ST.16 it possible. 5 Appiicant is to piece a check mark here i'
English language translation is attached.
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eceipt date: 09/1 2/201 1 Applicator Number 12977525

Fiiing Date 20t0-12-23

WWWWESWSURE
STATEMENT m “mm”?
(Not for submission under 3? CFR139) V

Examiner Name Matthew N Nelson

Attorney Docket Number

CERTEFEGATEQN STATEMENT

Piease see 37’ CPR 1.97 and 1.98 to matte the appropriate seieetionts):

That each item of information contained in the information disciosure statement was first cited in any communication

from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign appiioation not more than three months prior to the fiiing of the
information disciosure statement. See 37 CFR ‘i .97te)(1).

That no item of information contained in the information disciosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign appiication, and, to the knowiedge of the person signing the certification

after making reasonabie inquiry, no item of int’orrnation contained in the information disciosure statement was known to

any individuai designated in ‘3? CFR 1.5603) more than three months prior to the fiiing of the information disciosure

statement. See 37’ CPR 1.97(e)(2).

See attached certification statement.

Fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 to; has been submitted herewith.

None

SEGNATURE

A signature of the appiicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 18.18. Piease see CFR 1.4(d) for the

form of the signature

Signature Richard T. Roche/ Date (YYWni‘v’ii‘v’hDD) 2011-09-12

Name/Print Richard T. Roche Registration Number stress

This coiiection of information is required by 37 (DER 1.9.7 and i923. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the

puhiic which is to fiie (and by the USPTO to process) an appiioation. Contidentiaiity is governed by 35 USC. 122 and 37 (Si—"R

1.14. This coiiection is estimated to take 1 hour to somoiete, insiuding gathering, preparing and submitting the somoieted

appiication form to the USPTO. Time wiii vary depending upon the individuai case. Any comments on the amount of time you

require to compiete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, shouid be sent to the Chief information Officer, US.

Patent and Trademark Office. US. Department of Commerce, Pf). Box 1450, Aiexandria, VA 22313-1450. [)0 NOT SEND

FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THiS ADDRESS. SENQ TO: Commissioner for Patents, i330. Box 145%, Aiexandria,
VA 22313—145t}.
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Receipt date: 09H 2/2011

Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of ’iQTc‘i (PL. 93—579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the

attached form rotated to a patent appiication or patent. Accordingiy, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, piease be advised

that: (t) the generai authority for the coiiection of this information is 35 USE. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information soiicited

is voiuntary; and (3) the principai purpose for which the information is used by the U8. Patent and Trademark Office is to

process and/or examine your submission rotated to a patent appiication or patent. if you do not furnish the requested

information, the us. Patent and Trademark Office may not be abie to process and/or examine your submission, which may

resuit in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the appiication or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form wiii be subject to the foiiowing routine uses:

1.

go

or

~The information on this form wiii be treated confidentiaiiy to the extent aiiowed under the Freedom of information Act

(5 USC. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 USC. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disciosed to the

Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of information Act requires disciosure of these record s.

A record from this system of records may be disciosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a

court, magistrate, or administrative tribunai, inciuding disciosures to opposing counsei in the course of settiement

negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disciosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a

request invoiving an individuai, to whom the record pertains, when the individuai has requested assistance from the

Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disciosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for

the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shaii be required to compiy with the

requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 1.18.0. 552a(m).

A record reiated to an internationai Appiication fiied under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records

may be disciosed. as a routine use, to the internationai Bureau of the Worid inteiiectuai Property Organization, pursuant

to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disciosed, as a routine use, to another federai agency for purposes of

Nationai Security review (35 USC. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (4-2 USC. Etdfcti.

A record from this system of records may be disciosed. as a routine use, to the Administrator, Generai Services, or

his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibiiity to

recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 USC. 2904- and

2906. Such disciosure shaii be made in accordance with the GSA reguiations governing inspection of records for this

purpose, and any other reievant (i.e., (355A or Commerce) directive. Such disciosure shaii not be used to make
determinations about individuais.

A record from this system of records may be disciosed, as a routine use, to the pubiic after either pubiication of the

appiication pursuant to 35 USC. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 USS. ‘i51. Further, a record may be

disciosed, subject to the iimitations of 37 CPR 1.14, as a routine use, to the pubiic if the record was fiied in an appiication

which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which appiication is referenced by either a

pubiished appiication, an appiication open to pubiic inspections or an issued patent.

9.

EFS Web 2.1.10

A record from this system of records may be disciosed, as a routine use, to a Federai, State, or iocai iaw

enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a vioiation or potentiai vioiation of iaw or reguiation.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria1 Virginia 22313- 1450
WWW.uspto.goV

 
  
  CONF {MATION NO.    APPLICATION NO. F ING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.

12/977,625 12/23/2010 Neill Hamilton Luebke 115207.00005 9691

26710 7590 10/20/2011

QUARLES & BRADY LLP
41 1 E. WISCONSIN AVENUE NELSON, MATTHEW M
SUITE 2040

MILWAUKEE, WI 53202—4497 PAPER NUMBER
3776

 
NOT *ICATION DATE DELIVERY MODE   

10/20/201 1 ELECTRONIC

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above—indicated "Notification Date" to the

following e—mail address(es):

pat-dept @ quarles .com

PTOL—90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. Applicant(s)

12/977,625 LUEBKE, NEILL HAMILTON

Notice of Allowability Examiner Art Unit

MATTHEW NELSON 3776

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

1. IX This communication is responsive to the IDS filed on 9/12/2011.

2. I] An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on ; the restriction
requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

3. I21 The allowed claim(s) is/are 12 4-18 and 20.

4. I] Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119( )-(d) or (f).

a) [I All b) I] Some* c) I] None of the:

1. I] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2. El Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3. I] Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2( )).

* Certified copies not received:

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE “MAILING DATE” of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application.
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE.

5. I] A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION must be submitted. Note the attached EXAMINER’S AMENDMENT or NOTICE OF
INFORMAL PATENT APPLICATION (PTO-152) which gives reason(s) why the oath or declaration is deficient.

6. El CORRECTED DRAWINGS ( as “replacement sheets”) must be submitted.

(a) I] including changes required by the Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review ( PTO-948) attached

1) El hereto or 2) [I to Paper No./Mai| Date

(b) I] including changes required by the attached Examiner’s Amendment / Comment or in the Office action of

Paper No./Mai| Date

Identifying indicia such as the application number (see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawings in the front (not the back) of
each sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as such in the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d).

7. El DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiner’s comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Attachment(s)

1. I] Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 5. El Notice of Informal Patent Application

2. I] Notice of Draftperson‘s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) 6. El Interview Summary (PTO-413),
Paper No./Mai| Date .

3. I21 Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08), 7. El Examiner‘s Amendment/Comment
Paper No./Mai| Date 9/12/2011

4. I] Examiner‘s Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 8. El Examiner‘s Statement of Reasons for Allowance
of Biological Material

9. El Other .

/Matthew M Nelson/ /TODD E. MANAHAN/

Examiner, Art UN” 3776 Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 3776

 
US. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-37 (Rev. 03-11) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mai| Date 20111017
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE
Commissioner for Patents
PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
or m (571)-273-2885

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Blocks 1 through 5 should be completed where

appropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address asin icated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS" formaintenance fee notifications.

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Use Blocklfor any change of address) Note: A certificate of mailin can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certi icate cannot be used for any other accompanying

fiapers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, mustave its own certificate of mailing or transmission.

 
 
  

26710 7590 09/21/2011

QU & BRADY LLP Certificate of Mailing or Transmission
I hereby certify that this Fee(s) Transmittal is being deposited with the United

41 1 13- WISCONSIN AVENUE States Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class mail in an envelope
SUITE 2040 addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above, or being facsimile

MILWAUKEE, WI 53202_4497 transmitted to the USPTO (571) 273—2885, on the date indicated below.
(Depositor's name)

(Signature)

(Date)

12/977,625 12/23/2010 \Ieill Hamilton Luebke 115207.00005 9691

TITLE OF INVENTION: DENTAL AND MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS COVIPRISING TITANIUM 

APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

YES $0nonprovisional $755 $300 $1055 12/21/2011

NELSON, MATTHEW M 3776 433— 102000

1. Change of correspondence address or indication of "Fee Address" (37
CFR 1.363).

3 Chan e of correspondence address (or Change of Correspondence
Address orm PTO/SB/ 122) attached.

3 "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form
PTO/SB/47; Rev 03—02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer
Number is required.

2. For printing on the patent front page, list
1 Quarles & Brady LLP
 

(1) the names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys
or agents OR, alternatively,

(2) the name of a single firm (having as a member a 2
registered attorney or agent) and the names of up to
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If no name is 3
listed, no name will be printed.

 

   
3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type)

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below, the document has been filed for
recordation as set forth in 37 CFR 3.11. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment.

(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

Gold Standard Instruments, LLC Brookfield, WI

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : '3 Individual KI Corporation or other private group entity '3 Government

4a. The following fee(s) are submitted: 4b. Payment of Fee(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above)
2 Issue Fee 3 A check is enclosed.

XI Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) 3 Payment by credit card. Form PTO—2038 is attached.

3 Advance Order — # of Copies XI The Director is hereby authorized to charge fee(s), any deficiency, or credit anyoverpayment, to Deposit Account Number (enclose an extra copy of this form).

5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)

:I a. Applicant claims SMALL ENTITY status. See 37 CFR 1.27. :I b. Applicant is no longer claiming SMALL ENTITY status. See 37 CFR 1.27(g)(2).

  
NOTE: The Issue Fee and Publication Fee (if required) will not be accepted from anyone other than the applicant; a registered attorney or agent; or the assignee or other party in
interest as shown by the records of the United States Patent and Trademark Office.

Authorized Signature /Richard T. Roche/ Date November 23. 2011
  

 
Typed or printed name Richard T. ROChe Registration No.
 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is re uired to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process)
an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. T is collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and
submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will v de endin upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete
this form and/or su gestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to e Cfiief In ormation Officer, US. Patent and Trademark Office, US. Department of Commerce, PO.
Box 1450, Alexan ria, Virginia 22313—1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, PO. Box 1450,
Alexandria, Virginia 22313—1450.
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

PTOL—85 (Rev. 02/11) Approved for use through 08/31/2013. OMB 0651—0033 US. Patent and Trademark Offifig'12881 COMMERCE
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Application Number: 12977625

Filing Date: 23-Dec-2010

Title of Invention: DENTAL AND MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS COMPRISING TITANIUM

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Neill Hamilton Luebke

Attorney Docket Number: 115207.00005

Filed as Small Entity

Utility under 35 USC111(a) Filing Fees

Sub-Total in

Description Fee Code Quantity USD($)

Basic Filing:

Pages:

Claims:

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Patent-Appeals-and-lnterference:

Post-Al|owance-and-Post-lssuance:

I 300 300Publ. Fee- early, voluntary, or normal 1504
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Sub-Total in

Description Fee Code Quantity USD($)

Extension-of—Time:

Miscellaneous:

Total in USD (5)
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

11473684

12977625

9691

Application Number:

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number:

Title of Invention:

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name:

Customer Number:

Filer Authorized By:

Attorney Docket Number:

Receipt Date:

Filing Date:

Time Stamp:

Application Type:

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

Payment Type

Payment was successfully received in RAM

RAM confirmation Number

Deposit Account

Authorized User

File Listing:

Document

Number Document Descrlptlon

  

DENTAL AND MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS COMPRISING TITANIUM

—

—

 
File Size(Bytes)/

Message Digest.. .

Multi Pages

Part /.zip (if appl.)0— o — X, .

US ENDODONTICS, LLC., Petitioner156 of163
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1006976

Issue Fee Payment (PTO-85B) |ssueFee.PDF 36218e82818a2ad279d67995faa6bd81481
a7ab8

Information:

Fee Worksheet (SBO6) fee-info.pdf e170c038daf9b65c83203d67180fa970f015
2203

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMIVIISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO. Box 1450
Alexandria1 Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NO. ISSUE DATE PATENT NO. ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

12/977,625 12/27/2011 8083873 115207.00005 9691

 

26710 7590 12/07/2011

QUARLES & BRADY LLP
411 E. WISCONSIN AVENUE
SUITE 2040

MILWAUKEE, WI 53202-4497

ISSUE NOTIFICATION

The projected patent number and issue date are specified above.

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)

(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustment is 0 day(s). Any patent to issue from the above—identified application will include

an indication of the adjustment on the front page.

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above—identified application, the filing date that

determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information

Retrieval (PAIR) WEB site (http://pair.uspto.gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the

Office of Patent Legal Administration at (571)—272—7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee

payments should be directed to the Application Assistance Unit (AAU) of the Office of Data Management

(ODM) at (571)-272-4200.

APPLICANT(S) (Please see PAIR WEB site http://pair.uspto.gov for additional applicants):

Neill Hamilton Luebke, Brookfield, WI;

IR103 (Rev. 10/09)
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I hereby certify that, on the date shown below, this correspondence is being transmitted via the US.

Patent and Trademark Office’s Patent Electronic Filing System (EFS).

Date of Signature
And Deposit: November 20 2013 /Richard T. Roche/

Richard T. Roche, Reg. No. 38,599

 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

US Patent No.: 8,083,873

lssued: December 27, 2011

Title: Dental and Medical Instruments Comprising Titanium
Applicants: Neill H. Luebke
Serial No.: 12/977,625

Filed: December 23, 2010
Docket: 115207.00005

Request for Certificate of Correction

Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

Accompanying this Request for a Certificate of Correction is a completed form PTO/SB/44,

entitled Certificate of Correction. In reviewing the above-referenced patent, various printing errors were

discovered in the specification. Accordingly, Applicant has corrected the errors. These corrections do not

affect the integrity of the patent itself. No new matter has been entered in this application.

Issuance of a Certificate of Correction for this patent is, therefore, requested. It is believed the

listed errors are not due to Applicant, and that no fee is due. If this is not correct, and a fee is required,

please charge Deposit Account No. 17-0055 in the amount of the fee.

Respectfully submitted,

Neill H. Luebke

 
Date: November 20 2013 By: /Richard T. Roche/

Richard T. Roche

Reg. No. 38,599

Quarles & Brady, LLP
411 East Wisconsin Avenue

Suite 2350

Milwaukee, WI 53202

Tel. (414) 277-5805

QB\16708506.1
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PTO/SB/44 (09-07)
Approved for use through 08/31/2010. OMB 0651-0033

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

Also Form PTO-1050

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENT NO. : 8/083,873

APPLICATION NO.: 12/977,625

ISSUE DATE : December 27, 2011

INVENT0R(S> Neill H. Luebke

It is certified that an error appears or errors appear in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent

is hereby corrected as shown below:

Column 10, line 17 "‘I in 2" should read --‘| to 2--

Column 10, line 27 "of c aim" should read --of claim-- 
MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER (Please do not use customer number below):

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.322, 1.323, and 1.324. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file
(and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1.0 hour to
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
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Attorney Docket Number: 115207 00005

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC111(a)
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Total Files Size (in bytes) 211508

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)—(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENT No. : 8,083,873 B2 Page 1 of 1
APPLICATION NO. : 12/977625

DATED : December 27, 2011

INVENTOR(S) : Luebke

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby corrected as shown below:

In the Claims

Column 10, line 17 claim 8 “1 in 2” should read --1 to 2--

Column 10, line 27 claim 12 “of c aim” should read --of claim--

Signed and Sealed this

Twenty-eighth Day of January, 2014

WMZKLLL.
Michelle K. Lee

Deputy Director ofthe United States Patent and Trademark Oflice
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